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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The trend in reading is to approach it through a program 
which will promote the all-round development of the child. 
Russell1 makes the following statement: nA reading program 
can make an important contribution to a child's personal and 
social needs through its content, through the manner in which 
it is conducted, and through a careful organization and grada-
tion of materials which will help toward successful activity 
and desirable attitudes tovmrd reading." For example, the 
child who has learned to read successfully is more secure than 
the child who has failed. Therefore, we should surround h~ 
with not only the beat instr·uction, but with materials which 
are adjusted to the range of ability and interest of every 
child. Betta2 substantiates this when he says: "The wide 
range of capacities, abilities, needs and interest in any 
class necessitates a differentiated approach to instruction 
at all school levels a.nd in all areas of learning ." 
1navid H. Russell, Children Learn to Read (Boeton: Ginn & 
Company, 1949), p. 343. --
2Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(Boston: American Book Company, 1946), p:-3. 
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The Problem 
statement of the problem.-- The purpose of this study is 
to develop instructional material for fifth grade boys and 
girls who are reading on a second grade level. This material 
will provide the follo ing : 
1. Growth in reading skills. 
2 . Sat1efaction of the needs and interests of pupils 
on a fifth grade level whose reading ability is 
only second grade . 
3. Acquisition of a vocabulary whi ch is meaningful 
and within their experiences. 
I 
I 
4. success for every pupil. 
. I 
5. More favorable attitudes toward and appreciation 
of reading . 
Justification for the choice of the problem.-- Variations 
among children may be found in all classrooms. Some children 
have a high growth potential for reading while others have a 
low growth potential for reading. The teacher who wishes to 
promote growth must have materials of ins t ruction which will 
take care of the wide range of differences among the children 
1 in her classroom. McKee states: "In the usual fifth grade 
class the poorest readers may read no more effectively than 
the average second grade child and the best reader may read as 
I 
1Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading (Boston: Houghton 11 
Mifflin Company, 1948), p. 353. 
II 
I well as the average student in the first year of high school." 
II There seems to be a supply of reading materials for the 
II 
average and above average child at a fifth grade level, but 
very little is available for the child who is retarded in 
reading. In the past the procedure was to use lower grade 
reading materials, but it was found that fifth grade pupils 
do not have the same interests and needs of prLmary grade 
children. 1 Thorndike confir·..:ns this when he states: 
There is a real shortage of material appropriate 
for the older child whose reading ability is re-
t arded but whose int r-rests presumably are not. 
Teachers frequently find that older children, 
particularly reme dial cases, are unwilling to 
read the childish types of material that is pre• 
pared for the first few grades, and are unable 
to read material prepared for their own age groups. 
It seems worth while to inquire what topics the 
less gifted would like to read about, if material 
could be made available to him. Is the material 
prepared for younger children distaste·tul because 
it is obviously labeled and identified as "kid 
stuff" or is the content of the material actually 
distasteful to the older slo •learner? 
If the older boy who is retarded in reading ability is 
II 
I 
not made to feel that certain stories are "kid" stories, he 
will willingly read material about animals, adventure, mystery ) 
I 
sports, science and invention ~hich is written in simpler 
style for much younger children; similarly, the older girl 
will willingly read the simpler material about animals, mystery, 
romance, and domestic activitiee. This is the kind of material! 
II 
1
1
1 
1Robert L. Thor~ike, A Comparative Study of Children's 
Reading Interests (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, l94l),pp. 24~34. I ~ 
II 
4 
which is required for remedial reading with older children but 
unfortunately very difficult to obtain. 
The foregoing statements auggest that adjusted materials 
are necessary and are a fundamental part of any plan for pro-
1 
viding for children who are retarded in reading. Olson 
claims that if this is not done, the desire of many retarded 
readers 'is to withdraw from the reading situation, to cease 
trying , and to have a defeatist attitude, unless we give him 
material hich he likes because it is of interest to him. 
Therefore, instructional materials have been de signed, in 
terms of a second grade vocabulary level and a fifth grade in-
terest level so that these particular children may proceed at 
a rate comparable to their capacity and difficulties. 
- lwillard c. Olson, Child Development (Boston: D. c. Heath 
company, 1949), p. 156. 
' 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
This chapter will review the research in relation to the 
different phases of the problem stated in Chapter I. 
1. Growth in Reading Skills.-- In designing a ~orkbook 
certain principles must be kept in mind in developing specif ic 
skills. 1 Strang emphasizes that it should be couched in simple 
lang~age, each new concept explained thoroughly, the vocabulary 
and unfamiliar structural elements introduced and repeated at 
a rate tha t allows for mastery. 
"Integration of a variety of skills is essential in every 
2 
exercise," says McKee. He also says tha t if the pupil is given 
I 
a fair chance to learn, what he le arns will stick. This can be 
accomplished through functional drill whenever possible. 
Wi tty3 points out that the skills which should be empha- I[ 
sized in the middle gr ades are developing comprehension , reading 
to remember , as sociating ideas and materials, organizing ideas 
and material, increasing speed. of silent reading , and improving 
oral reading. 
lRuth Strang , Probleme in the Imirovement of Readine; 
1 (Lancaster, Pa.: The Science-preie Pr nting Co.:-1938), p. 277. 
2Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading {Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1948), p. 304. 
3Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education (Boston: D. c. 
Heath Company, 1949) , p. 153. 
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McCullough, Strang and Traxler1 claim that a fifth grade 
workbook should be aimed at the development of a variety of 
reading skill s , including comprehension, noting details, find-
ing the central thought, following directions , making infer-
ences, word study , making an outline . 
It i s appar ent tha t the s ame skills wh i ch are used i n a 
workbook for the average fifth grade child should be planned 
for the child who is retarded, because his reading vocabular y 
ha s been the cause of retardation, rat her than the skil l s. 
The next phase of the problem i s one for basic cons i dera-
tion, because much has been written to substantiate children 's 
preference in reading . 
2 . Satisfying the needs and i nte re sts of pupils.-- Since 
children and literature are both dynamic and children's inter-
ests doubtless change with the changi ng time J thi s is an im-
portant factor to consider when organizing material for a work-
1 book -w·hose worth depends on the appeal it makeB to children. 
IJ Moat investigators seem to be in general agreement tha t 
j maturity is extremely important in the selection of certain 
types of books by children. The i nfluence of maturity is evi-
dent i n the gradually increasing compl exi t y of the pa ttern of 
!childr en's reading . Young children delight in hearing storie s 
jabout animals, friends, and fairies, but as they grow older 
\ 1constance McCullough, Ruth Strang Arthur Traxler, 
Problems in the lm}r ovement vf Readi ng {New York: McGr a - Hill 
BOok Company-;-!'946 , p. 88 . -
II 
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their interests spread into many fields of f iction an d non-f i c -
tion. Many educators regard sex as an e~ually vital f actor i n 
the changing and growing of children's likes and dislikes in 
reading . 
Lancaster, 1 in 1926, made a compr ehens ive s tudy i n Grades 
IV through VI I I of t he volunt ary reading cho i ces of 4 ,469 
children in Illinois. He stated , "For a long time the adult 
world has assumed to know the kind of books childr en ought t o 
rea d." He u sed ques t iom1.ai r e s i th 1, 323 children i n Illinoi s 
to de te rmine their choices . He concluded tha t: 
1. 98% of t he books read vol unt arily by children in 
Grades IV-VIII are prose . Girls r e ad f a r more poetry · 
than boys. 
2. Girl s in t hese gr ades do more reading than boys. 
3. It is difficult to decide why a book is selected. 
Generally it is because of the appeal of the title, 
interest in picture s , or interest in author. 
4. The most rapid readers and the slowes t readers select 
the same type of books. He further concludes that: 
li 
ll 
Evidently the literary interests of the t wo 1\j 
groups are iden ti cal, but mechanical difficulties 
in many of the interesting books are such that the 
slow r eader becomes discouraged and stops while the 
more skillful reader f1nishea.2 
lThomas J. Lancaster, "A 
Pupils in Grades IV to VIII," 
525-537, January, 1928. 
Study of the Voluntary Reading of 
Elementary School Jotirnal, 28: 
=----J==ll=----L_ = 
2Ibid., p. 537. 
=====--
II 
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The other conclusions were similar to those of Jordan in 
1926, Witty2 in 1939, Johnson3 in 1932, and Ter.man4 in 1935, 
which indicated the series books were more frequently selected 
by girls, and Indians, war stories, and stories of outdoor 
sports appealed more strongly to boys. 
Cundiff, 5 in reviewing the studies made in children's 
reading interests, stated: 
Children's reading interests depend upon many 
things among which are the children's general in-
telligence; their growth and development in reading 
skills; their experience! at home, at school; and in 
their outside world; their likes and dislikes; their 
environment: rural or urban; their economic level; 
their supply of reading materials, that is, the 
availability of books; their social age and sex. 
I 
I 
While Cundiff places social age, or maturity, among the 
last in her list, it is by no means the least important. She 
further stated: 
Surveys have found that elementary children 
like animal stories, fairy stories, and nature 
lArth.ur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading , 
Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 107 (New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia tJ'niversity, 1921), p. 143. 
2Paul A. Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative 
Process (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939), p. 374.---
3B. Lamar Johnson, "Children's Reading Interests as Re-
lated to Sex and Grade in School," School Review, 40: 257-272, 
1 
April, 1932. 
4Lewis :M. Terman and Kargaret Lima, Children's Reading 
1
\ (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1935}, p. 363. 
1 
5Rub~ E. Cundiff, "Children's Reading Interests," Peabody 
Journal of Education, 25: 259; May, 1948. 
, 
stories. Middle-graders like adventure, nonsense, 
and still like animal stories. Junior high school 
pupils like action, suspense, humor, happy endings 
and romantic love. · 
This is just another way of saying j:hat inter-
ests change with maturity or social age. 
Definite differences in the preferences of boys and girls 
for stories are stressed by many investigators, These differ-
ences begin to make their appearance at about 9 or 10 years, 
although we must not overlook individual differences in deter-
mining the time at which deviations between the sexes take 
place. 
In 1926, Jordan2 brought up to date an earlier study on 1 
the types of stories children like to read and why. The evi -
dence was similar in the light of the results. He concluded 
\from these studies: 
1. The interests of boys and girls in reading are very 
dissimilar. 
2. The major interests of boys from 10 to 13 years in 
reading are included in four types of fiction: 
a. Books concerned with war and scouting. 
b. Those concerned with school and sports. 
c. Those concerned with the Boy Scouts. 
d . Those cone erne d with strenuous adventure. 
1 Ibid., p. 260. 
2Arthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1926). 
L 
j 
[_ 
II 
, 
10 
3. Interests of girls are primarily concerned with fie-
tion which portrays: 
a. Home, 37 per cent. 
b. Home and School, 19 per cent. 
c. School, 15 per cent. 
d. Fairy Stories, 16 per cent. 
e. Miscellaneous, 10 per cent. 
4. In non-fiction, the interest centers around what-and-
how-to-do books. 
5. Altsheler, Henty and Barbour are most favored by boys. 
Alcott, Woolsey, and Richards are most favored by 
girls. 
6. The most popular magazines among the boys are St. 
Nicholas, Popular Mechanics. Scientific America, 
American Boy, and Boy' s Life . 1 
2 Terman and Lima, in their study of the amount and type 
of reading done by a group of California children, were in 
3 
agreement with Cundiff. They said that the range of reading 
// will be influenced by age, rate of physical development, 
health, school environment, social or economic status, home 
training, emotional endowment and tempergment, eex, and men-
tal ability. 
1 ill£·' p. 28. 
2Terman and Lima, 2£• £!i., pp. 35-49. 
3cundiff, loc. cit. 
, 
II 
II 
I 
I 
11 
They investigated the amount of voluntary reading done by 
the children ~uestioned. Children just learning to read do 
almost no voluntary readi ng , as one ould expect, but with in-
creased skill and a broadening of interests, reading becomes 
to show a greater interest in the "realistic" narrative. At 
ten years, there is a continued marked falling off of interest 
in fairy t ales and a growth i n interest in travel and stories 
of other lands, in inventions and mechanics on the part of 
boys, and a beginning of the i nterest in biography. At 11, 
the divergence of interests of boys and girls has become very 
evident; adventure and mystery comes into prominence for both. 
Boys continue their interest in science and mechanics, while 
girls have definitely shown that their interests lie in the 
field of personal experience. At 12 years, the reading interest 
approaches a climax of intensity ith interest now shown in 
1Terman and Lima , loc. cit., pp. 36-39. 
, 
12 
almost every field of literature with special emphasis on 
biographies and historical narratives. This is especially the 
age of hero worship. 
1 Terman and Lima added that boys demand plenty of adven-
ture, vigorous action, rivalry, mystery, and physical combat , 
while girls' interests lie in home or school. They stated, as 
do many other investigators, that, "Although boys show practi· 
1 cally no interest in girl s ' books , girls shov1 a meat decided 
interest in boys' books." 
Johnson, 2 in 1932, used a questionnaire to determine 
children's interests as related to sex from what books and 
magazines were read by .l,856 children in grades 5 to 11 in 19 
schools of Duluth. Although his findings agreed in part with 
previous studies, it gave !'urther emphasis to t he sex differ-
ence. While boys were interested in adventure and animal 
stories, girls read more than boys and enjoyed stories o!' home 
and school life. The favorite author among the g irls ra s Al-
oott , while Altsheler was !'avored by the boys, even a!'ter a 
3 ten-years lapse since Jordan 's study . Over SO% of the pupils 
who participated in the study use d the public libraries. He 
£urther stated that boys and girls devote more time to maga-
zine reading as they advance in school. Boys spent more time 
1Terman and Lima, .2.E.• cit., pp. 68-72. 
2Johnson, ~· cit. 
3Jordan, 2E• cit. 
13 
11 reading magazines and newspapers than did the girls, and 
pupils in the uppe r grade! spent more time in reading news-
papers than did those in the lower grades. The comic section 
of the newspaper was the most popular, being read by 98% of 
those taking part in the study. The popular magazines read 
were adult; most juvenile magazines were unpopular. 
1 Thorndike, i n his study of children's reading interests, 
confirms the finds of earlier studies wh n he con~ludes from 
his data that "se:x" is conspicuously more important than age 
or intelligence as a determiner or reported interest pattern 
within t he range of the ten to fifteen-year-old children 
studied. 
2 A recent study by McManus reported findings which are 
pertinent to this study because of the similarity of grade . 
Her findings give further emphasis to those studies already 
reviewed in that they re-affirmed the influence of sex in the 
selection of' best-liked stories chosen from fif'th grade readers 
These findings seem to indicate that the factor s oi' sex 
and maturity must be considered in a discussion of children 's 
preferences i n literature. They appear to be among the mos t 
1Robert L. Thorndike, ! comparative Studz of' Children's 
Reading Interests (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1941), p. 24-34. 
2Ruth v. McManus, "Mea!uroment of Pupil Interest in Types 
of Stories at Grade B Level by Ballot Method to Determine Child / 
Preference," Unpublished Master's Thesis (Boston: Boston I 
University, 1947). 
II 
1 
vital determiners which influence boys and girls in their 
reading choices. 
In a review o1' the research of children's interests it is 
evident that little study has been made of the interests of 
children who are normal in intelligence but retarded in read-
1 ing ability, and usually in grade placement. Ingram has 
stated very succinctly the needs of this group: 
The school has a special responsibility to 
provide an adequate and stimulating environment ••••• 
These experiences should be so enjoyable to the child 
that his life in sehool will be emotionally satisfy-
ing and they should be so planned that they will 
carry over into his out-of-school life. 
The child of eleven or t welve years with a 
II 
mental age of eight or nine years will not be in-
terested in reading matter suited to the normal 
eight-or-nine-year old. The stories and illustrations 
must be not only suited in difficulty to his ability I 
but also to his physical development and his social 1 
experience. Reading eituations, in fact, any learn-
ing situations must be grown up and dignified in 
their appeal and appropriate to his physiological 
and social age, although they must not call for in-
tellectual processes beyond his ability.2 
Witty3 shows that he, too, is aware of the same problem 
in the following statement: 
Few studies differentiate even incidentally 
between the interests of poor and efficient readers. 
The need for such knowledge is apparent if one as-
sumes that a well-motivated reading program must 
utilize children's basic interests and drives, how-
ever immature they may be. 
!christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slow-Learning 
Child (New York: World Book Company, !935}""; p. 419. 
2 . . ~., p. 36. 
3wi tty and Kopel, ~. cit. , p. 25. I 
=====ll========r== 
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itty and L hman1 m de study or the r di inter · te 
of 50 children whose I. • • a rang d from 140 up. Th roup 
conei t d or 2 boy nd 24 girl in r de 3 wh n th or1 in l 
tudy wae mad in 1924-5. Follo -up 1ntormnt1on secured 
frons tim to time and in 192 - 30 a ra th r d ' ta1le tud1· 
again made. Th re <ling int 1~ t of th 1 ted ch1ldr 
originally tud1 d by three ethod : ·1. the children• re-
ports; 2. t sch re• at~atee• and 3. parental t t ont • 
Th y re orted the following findings: that eex dift reno e 
r 
r pronounc d; that boya pr f er novels of dventur nd m e-
t ry, while girl like novel ot rom no or tho 1th 
home or eehool life; that boya' ehoiotts t"all into th :fi&lda 
of ciene , bio r pb7, hi tory, adventur , and my t ry or 
often th n irl 1 ; that irla read mor book th n boy ~ 
that their t a t re ore ho ogeneou • Ho ev r, t h boya 
r me. 
""irla. 
zin and n ap pera mor f re iUently th n <11d th 
2 
11 T 1 an •nd Lima found t he h 1 · t of th "r d-
i or ze" t bout th e o 13 for th av r g child, thea 
children a emed to grow more fond ot r ding 
old r and no pinnacle beyond wbich th re 1e 
re d1 seem d to have b en r .ched. Th re d1 
th y rew 
1minut1on 1n 
inter at o£ 
g1tted boys and girla, ae ehown b7 th1a atudy, co1no1d 1th 
1Paul A. itty &nd 1 H rv ·y c . Lehm n, "Th R a 1 and the 
I 
Read1 Int r at of Gifted ahildren, Pedagogical Seminary 
~ Journal gf G n tic Paycholosz, 45: 46e-4al , 1§34. 
~ 2T rm n nd Lim , l=o=c=.==o=i=t=. ========~~~==============~F======== 
• 
lG 
the findings of uneeleoted children in the oth r stud1ee. 1 
Inve . tigators have brou t out some fac t which d1!'fer-
ent1ate bet.een the bright and the dull ch l ldr n. Dull child-
ren ae to like h or lees than do the average and the bright 
children, and they also like tamiliar experience stories mor 
t han do the brighter groupe . Int 111genoe aftect the number 
ot books r ad to a gr ater extent t han doe tb. socio-economic 
atatua of the children. The auperior child read ook of 
decidedly b tter value th n th nta.lly average child., and 
they, 1n turn, read more than the dull child.. They el o read 
more factual mater! 1 and remember author ' name · uch more 
often th n doe the averag • 
2 Thorndike, in th study previou 17 mentioned, concluded 
· that bright children re aomewh t acceler ted in their inter-
e te, and dull children ar ome'Whs.t retard d. Therefore, the 
age. d1tf renee in a given cla. 111 not be of great import-
ance in determining interest patterns . He pointed out that 
th ch nge 1n intereet with ge , 'bet e n 10 and 15, ar 
· gradual, and f or many t1 tle , small. 
h t qualities or ch rac:=.t ristic ot etori e. peal 
etrongly to boys and girls? In rec nt ye r , some autbore have 
attempted to an wer this question. 
l wttty and Lelnnan, loc. cit. 
. ............... ............... 
2'l'hornd1ke , loo. cit. 
__...,_ ............... 
17 
1 
T rm n h e st ted th t ch ildr n re d bee use o · t hre 
fundament 1 ch r cteri t ice of t heir natur : curiosity, de-
air for •ish-fulf1llm nt ~ and t h t endenc: t o 1n1it a t • 
si 11 r stat m nt ·hen h s id th t book 
hol d t h r e kind of int r t for ch1ldr n . Sh ha i d • 
. h y r evoke memor i of' th ch1ld' o n ev r y -
day experience , h 1 ht ned and interpret the 
po er of t he i a in tion. They l t h child to 
ente r into imaginary e I er1 no s in lin Y.4. th h1 
hop nd hi deeir • 1nally, book furni h th 
chi ld n opportunity for pr oj cting him elf into 
nd full r r n3 s of t hought and f lin • It 
in th1 re lm t h t t h t a ch r of id ao uain-
ce wit! book c n ke 1 n1f1e nt contribution 
the broaden! 1ntere ts on boy and irlA. 
tzn r nd ore3 round t h t ch ildren ne d boo to help 
e ll t hem u nd r tand them lv nd 1r own ct1on a 
the motiv and d sir of ether hum n b in 
The r ult s o '" tudy by Jordan4 di clo d th t it 1 
very difficult f'or children to et te r a ons fo r th ir eholc a 
bee au they are driven on by inst1not1v f ore hich r com-
plieated by xperienoe of any kind • He f ur t r t t d t hat 
the chief driv of bo s of age 10-13 7e rs a re the l ov of 
en ory 11£ for its o n • riva l r 1 th in tinot of 
lT rman and Lima, op. ill.•, . 17. 
2Dora 
through Re 
1940. 
3Jean 
(New Yor 
V. Smith , and 
d1 g , n ;:;:E.;;;;1-.;;;;:;.;;.;;:;~:.;;.a. -......-.........-..- ..... -..... ........ _, 18 
ppr ei tion 
172·~, y, 
tzner and Ann1e E. oor , Every Chi1 ~ Book 
bb - rr111 co any, 1940), p . 174. 
18 
fighting, and the instinct of manipulation. In contrast, the 
books read by girls at this age are filled with kindliness, 
self-forge tfulness, and mild rivalry. 
1 Cundiff found that children give much consideration to 
titles in making their book .selections. She stated that titles 
containing the worde "children" o.r "li ttle 11 or both together 
do not appeal to boys and girls. They also consider the illus-
trations and will not read a book in which the characters 
illustrated are too young; boys and girls like to feel older 
than they are . Their favorite method of sel ecting a book is 
either by inspection or by recognition of a familiar author. 
2 . 
A study made by Lancaster, in accord with Jordan, also 
-emphasized that it was rather diffi cult for children to tell 
why they chose a book, but the findings indicated that books 
are most often chosen because of the appeal of' the title, the 
interest in pictures and knowledge of author. He further 
stated that girls select books on an author baeis more fre-
quently than do boys. 
·I The recommendations made by other persons seem to be a 
factor that influences children's choices of books. 3 Johnson 
found this to be true in his study of children in grades five 
to eleven when they reported that the suggestions of friends 
1Cund1ff 1 2£• cit., pp. 261-2. 
~aneaeter, 2E• cit., p. 536. 
3 
I; Johnson, .2£.• cit. 
~-~~~-~ 
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were an aid to book selection. Twenty-four per cent of the 
children said that they depended upon the recommendations of 
friends, four per cent followed the suggestions of their teach-
ers, and three per cent followed the suggestions of' the li-
brarian. One of the least frequently reported methods of 
choosing books was recommendation of teacher, while knowledge 
of author was reported more often by those in the upper grades}· 
Children of this age h~ve the habit of reading largely 
"series" books. Ter.man and Lima2 found that there is a notice-
able tendency on the part of children of this age to reread a 
favorite book. Girls' and boys' interests in fiction differ 
widely at the early adolescent age, but both seem to include 
stories of adventure. 
Few studies have been made of the relative importance of 
the title, topic, author, format, and the recommendations of 
peers, teachers, parents, or librarians as aids to book selec-
tion, but the literature suggests that the subject matter of 
the story is t he element that is most often the cue by which a 
selection is made. 
In an analysis of the v~luntary re ading done by 325 sixth-
grade children, Zeligs3 discovered that sixth-grade children 
usually base their choice of books on definite factors . She 
1Ibid. 
2Terman and Lima, 2.E.• ill• 
3aose Zeligs, ''What Sixth Grade Children are Reading," 
Elementary Englieh Review, 14: 257-262, November, 1937. 
-- - -~===--==-== 
reported that a favorite or well - known author ia the greatest 
singl .factor in the children's choice of' a book, while th6 
title of the book ranks ne.xt in importance . An inter sting 
feature of this study ere the reports handed in b y these 
children of their voluntary reading . Five of the t enty- t wo 
.favorite book confirm previou stu<~ies concerning the books 
children enjoy reading, and are al eo in agreement 1th authori-
ties on children's books . She ad ~ed that the children do not 
al ayo agre ith all authorities in their re ading taetes, for 
not a single Newbery prize book is included in this 11 t of 
.favorites. She concluded, as did other investigator , that 
there is a wide range of mat rials covered by these children 
in their voluntary reading. 
One of tbe most provocative studies was reported by 
l . 
R nkin in 1944. She utilized the circulation records. in 
eight public libraries to i dentify the con.temporary books moat 
frequently selected by boys and girls of ncar~adoleecent or 
early-adolescent age. Her s tud.y revealed tha.t new themes are 
appearing amon - the storie that are frequently selected .for 
reading . Thene theme3 ref lect m jor changes in our culture . 
ereaa torte of car ers .for young women appe r rrequently 
as a popular theme in fiction books of today, this theme does 
1 arie R nk1n, "Children's Interests in Library Books o:f 
Fio t ion,n (New York: Bur au of publication , Te ohera Colle e, 
Col umbia University , 1944) . pp. 2-135. 
~-+-
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not app ear on any list of' f'iction books compiled between 1920 
and 1930. The same is true of aviation in the f'orm of fiction. 
When asked the procedures they use in selecting books, the 
children revealed that the theme or topic of the book is the 
most important single factor influencing the choice. The 
highly popular books all concern characters approximately the 
same age and sex as the children for whom the stories are 
written. They are all made in the characteristic format of 
the novel for adults but with more use of illustration than 1s 
found in the usual adult novel. All of the stories are laid 
in scenes in which the young American reader could easily im-
agine himself, and contain characters with 1hich he could 
easily identify himself. The investigator appeals to all 
adults actively concerned with children's reading, whether 
they be teachers, librarians , writers, editors, or publishers, 
to acquaint themselves with the need of keeping abreast of' the 
changing interests of young adolescents and not to depend 
entirely on studies of interests made generations ago. Rankin's 
remarks are interesting in the light of present-day needs: 
It is probably now universally admitted by com-
petent persons that children enter with more enthus-
iasm and with a higher degree of success into activ-
ities which, to them, are intrinsically interesting. 
However, f'ev. of these competent persons would be 
willing to accept child interest as the sole cri~ 
terion for determining all material provided for 
them. To accept the child's present interests and 
choices as the best single guiding principle does 
not r ule out secondary bases of guidance. Com-
petent adults will probably always be needed to 
suggest the better books among the interesting 
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on s, nd to h lp children s arnpl book to ·ind 
what is int re t.ing . But i t is to be hoped that 
the c-.:: 1dance tr nd ~ 111 b incre si· ·ly in the 
direeti n of seleotin for the ch1ldrtn b oks .h1ch 
not onlJ r~ceive the sanction ot tho e o are 
lit rary critic or the moral and :tntell ctual 
u rdian of youth, but books th t are also in-
tere t1ng to the clildren who r to r d them • 
.AcQ.u1r1nts vocabul rz which is meaningful 1thin hia 
. ' 
exper1enc .-- Th voe bulary used in a workbook 1 important, 
a r e.d1ng voo bulary grow out of' e.xp · rienc s 1 t h cone pts . 
l Bett pointe out that oth r things b ing u 1, voc bul~ 
development 1 p o d by xperiences. It 1 for this r aeon 
that th ocabul ry 1 b sed l argely on t he moet oo...'"'lm.on word 
.found in the speaking voe bul r of children. Te acher and 
pu ils should h r worthwhile experi no pertinent to r ad1ng 
and should et up rnotiv before mbar . ins upon n 1 e.rnin · 
ent&rpr1 es. 
Gray2 ha at t d th t in ~pite o all th t has be n aid 
nd written bout reading during r cent ye ar • t ch r r n r .. 
lly are only now b ginning to re lize that pupils o not 
fully understa.n that vocabulary is a tudy of concept and not 
a stud¥ of orda. The te oher u t eon t antly 'orge th links 
bet e n wh t th pupil 1e r a ding and the ntal concept hich 
1s develop d within h1m. To oeompl1 h this succes fully all 
1 t Em1ll t A. 
(Boston: erican 
.. R ding~ G n,ral Education, Americ n 
Educ t1on, · shington, D. C., 1940. p. 77. 
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teachers should kno something of how these links are formed; 
of how words do their work. 
1 Dolch is in agreement when he says: "Vocabulary study is 
the study of concept s . It represents a mental reality to the 
user and should represent a mental reality to the reader. To 
the reader it is important as a representation of experiences." 
Success for every pupil.-- According to child development, 
children should experience success with reasonable efforts, 
otherwise they become frustrated and insecure. Breckenridge 
2 
and Vincent say that it is important that teachers give 
materi als to each child which will be ell ithin possible 
accomplishment, yet which will challenge effort. Goals should 
be high enough to stimulate constant growth, yet low enough to 
permit success with a fair amount of ef'fort. I:f this is done, 
the results in a short time are remarkable. 
Dolch3 says t hat children g iven reading materials at their 
level will improve somewhat ye ar after year. He states the 
principle as: "Give a child a neight he c an lift, and he will 
be able to lif t more; give him a weight he cannot lift, and 
he gets no stronger." 
The 
ment 
1william Dolch, Problems in Reading (Champaign, Illinois: 
Garrard Press, 1948), p. l3l. 
~arian E. Breckenridge E. Le§ Vincent i~ld Develo~­(Ph ladelphia: W. B. Sa~ders company, 19 , p. 445- • 
3 Dolch, .2E.. oi t. 
2 
ore favorable attitudes and appreciation toward read-
ing.-- This phase of the problem is directly related to inter-
est for it is an actual outcome of inte r est when children have 
material they like. Betta1 concluded from his study that there 
are many violations in teaching of reading which create a dis-
like for rea.ding. He says that a swimming instructor does not 
initiate a pupil by placing him in a situation where he must 
swim 100 yards or sink. Such an unple a sant sink-or-swim 
situation for most individuals would probably develop a tense-
ness, fe ar of water, and a feeling of he lple s sness which ould 
negate future motor, intellectual, or emotional learning essen-
tial to the development of swimming ability. In like manner, 
the teacher interested in reading. and in promoting maximum 
general development is a first-hand dealer in developing favor-
able attitudes toward reading. 
Dolch2 says that a f avorable at titude to ard readin can 
be attained, because in a class situation, everybody is reading,, 
most of them with obvious interest and pleasure . o one nants 
to be left out. Therefore, the poorest reader makes a deeper-
ate attemp t to read also, and the results in a short time are 
remarkable. 
All of this research points very definitely to the 
1 Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(Boston: American Book Company, 1946), p. 584. 
2william Dolch , Problems in Re ading (Ch~paign, Illinois: 
The Garrand Press, 1948), p. 173. 
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different phases of the problem; and substantiates that ce rtain 
specific principles are t o be followed in constructing a series 
of exercises . Although many stu ies have been made over a 
period of years , the riters found none that pertained to 
children in t he fi:fth grade reading on the second rade level. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
This workbook was designed to stimulate interest in 
reading , to enrich the concepts, and to provide practice in 
the reading skills. Research shows that children of this 
grade level are interested in adventure, biography, mystery, 
sports, and nature; therefore, the stories center around these 
interests. 
Since the exercises were planned for the exceptional child 
whose reading achievement is retarded three years, a second 
grade vocabulary was used. The vocabulary selected was the 
Durrell-Sullivan Primary List--Grade Two. This list contains 
345 words with 350 words planned. 
Fifty stories were written and exercises constructed as 
an aim in developing reading skills. At the end of each 
exercise is a list of the skills developed. Each story con-
tains approximately 225 words. Following each exercise is a 
record of the second grade words used. The appendix includes 
a list of the seeond grade words used, showing the number of 
times each word was used. 
- 26 -
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HE TRE HOUSE 
Billy and t ty ltv d in a ·hite hou n r tlo ood • h 
loved th woods, but their D dd1 lov d 1 more, b cau c h like 
to dr wand paint p1ctur a or the tre . • 
Very o£te~ while he as a t ork Billy and tty would play 
ne r by. But one morning he stat-ted out alone and did not ek 
Billy and Betty to go with h1J!l. 
Just after lunch they went into the woods to pl y . They 
walk d along and aoon oame to the hollow old maple tree . The 
tr e trunk was very large and they knew it as hollo , bccau e 
one day Billy had got up and looked i nsi de . 
"Lookttt said Betty suddenly . ''There ar some cr aka in it .. " 
Sure enough there ere £our crack in the trunk th t the children 
had never seen before. Billy · nt olo e , put hie hand in on . o 
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the crack and gave it .a little pull. 
lle jumped when a piece of the trunk opened, just 11ke a 
door. As they looked 1n ide they aw a benut1rul hou ith 
pointed red roof. 
"Oht said Billy, "there waa never a me.g1c houae there 
before.u 
"Of cour e there wasn't," said someone inside the tree. It 
made them jump, but then they kne it was all right, it was 
Daddy. 
"Come in and have a look at 1t, rt he s a id, and he came out 
of' the door o.f the tree t runk. 
nrt•s beautiful, Daddy," aaid Billy and Batty , nnd a.fter 
that they often came to the big hollow tree to look at the magic 
house. 
Draw a line under the right ana er. 
1. What cU.d Betty and Billy's .fa,ther love 
forest pond street road 
2. Who look€: d inside the old maple tree? 
Bobby Bett7 Bill7 Ben 
3. How many cracks did Billy and Betty aee? 
.four aeveral hundred few 
4. What did the door in the tree trunk do? 
open .float close hang 
5. Why did the children jump when they heard someone talki ng? 
eurpriaed .disappointed eneezed learning 
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On another piece of paper try to write another ending for 
this story. Suppose some other man talked to you. Make it as 
magic as you can. 
Read the first word in each group . Then read the two words 
opposite the first word. Sometimes one ord rhymes with the 
first word. Some times more than one word rhymes with the 
first word. Draw a line under each word that rhymes with 
the first word. 
bark 
crack 
cream 
house 
take 
rub 
tonight 
long 
Objectives: 
barn 
black 
scl"eam 
hotse 
snake 
scrub 
light 
strong 
dark 
back 
crumbs 
mouse 
shake 
run 
might 
large 
To develop the ability to recall story details. 
To develop associative and creative thinking. 
To give practice in rhyming words . 
Second grade words used: 
alone found maple shake 
along heard might side 
bark *hollow near snake 
barn hundred never sneeze 
becauee it's picture start 
cloee knew piece strong 
crack large point suddenly 
cream lea.rn pull thing 
crumbs light roof *trunk 
dark line rub try 
disappoint love seen walk 
draw magic several wasn't 
while 
*Arthur I. Gates, ! Reading Vocabulary !2.!:, the Primary 
~rades ·(Revised; Ne.w York: Bureau of Publ1cat1ona, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935) . · 
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HOME-RUN KING 
Moat people think of' Babe Ru th when they think of' baseball. 
People know him as the "Home-Run Ki ng ." He could hit many home 
runl!!. In one ye ar alone, he hit more than 60. As a big-league 
pl ayer he hit 730 home runs. 
While only a young boy he began to learn how t o play the 
game. He had a strong right arm. Once he hit the ball so hard 
a window wa s broken. From that time he has hit more home rune 
than any other player. 
Many boys and girls liked Babe Ruth, and he also liked boys 
and girls. He would stop .anywher e to talk with them a nd to 
write hie name on baseballs for them . 
One day he heard .that a boy was not f eeling well. Babe 
Ruth went to eee him. He sat beside the bed and t a lked with 
him. Then he said , "I am going t o do something for you. This 
afternoon I am going to hit a home run just for you." He did. 
Soon the boy was well and l!!trong . He was a happy boy when his 
father took him out to watch the "Home-Run King ." 
Babe Ruth is gone now. People will not forge t him. They 
love him more t han ever . 
Skim the story a gain to find the answers to the following 
questions. 
;.· 1. 'Who is called the "Home-Run K!ng"? 
•_) .::>6 
2. Why is Babe Ruth called the "Home Run King"? 
3. How was the window broken? 
4. V'l.hy did so many boys and girls like him? 
. ..\ - ~ -
r,·,•_,\.- ·- 5. What did he do f'or boys and girls? 
6. How did he help a boy? 
7. Hov1 do people f'eel about Babe Ruth? 
What kind of story is this? Check the right answer. 
___ a. Make-believe story b. Funny story 
_____ o. True story 
_,. v . ·. • I· , 
; ! Write these words under the right headings .; below: ' 
. 
town merry-go-round scream cries 
singing grunt neighbor's house bus 
church home laugh shore 
train roar cart car 
sneeze station show truck 
NOISES PLACES TO GO WAYS TO RIDE 
Objectives: 
To give practice in locating information by skimming. 
. To develop the ability t;:, determine the type of story. 
To promote the ability to classify and generalize word 
meanings. 
Second £lira de words used 
alone grunt player train 
also heard right truck 
arm hit roar true 
baseball league sat watch 
believe learn scream well 
beside love shore while 
cart merry-go-round show window 
cries more sneeze write 
ever most some thing year 
feel noon strong young 
game only talk 
gone people took 
3'1 
CLARA BARTON 
1. Ask any boy or girl in an Oxford school about the "Angel 
of the Battlefield," and the ant!lwer will surely be Clara Barton. 
2. Her birthday comes on Christmas. Her brothers and 
sisters thought this was the best Christmas present they eould 
get. No baby ever had more love and care from a family. 
3. Her brothers and sisters played with her and began 
helping her when she wa s very young. Clara got most of her 
schooling at home--in the warm kitchen in the winter time, and 
in the summer under a tree in the yard. Her brother, David, 
showed her how to ride a horse. Mother would take her little 
girl into the kitchen and show her how to make bread. 
4. When she was very young she had her first training as a 
nurse. She was only ten when her brother David had a. bad fall. 
For almost t wo years he lay in bed. She would stay with David, 
care for him, till he was strong and well again. Day after day 
she was with him and never left him even for a minute. One day 
she said, "Some day we will walk out of this room together." It 
was a proud day for her when David took hold of her arm and walked 
out into the yard. 
5. Clara Barton wae one of the first nurses to go on a 
battlefield. When they said that a battlefield was no place for 
a woman, she said, "I am not afraid of the battlefield." At 
last they said she could go. 
6. For two years Clara Barton and her helpers took care of 
these men. Of'ten she made hot porridge for these hungry men who 
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had been hurt. 
7. \Vhile she was in Switzerland she learned of the work 
of the Red Cross. She said, "I will try to make my people 
understand the Red Cross." 
8. When she came back home she went to see the President. 
He said he would help her. He made her the first President of 
the American Red Cross. 
These sentences tell the main ideas in this story. Write 
the number of the paragraph on the line in front of the sen-
tence. In which paragraph does it tell: 
---
The places where she learned her lessons. 
She hears about the Red Cross. 
Clara Barton was the Angel of the Battlefield. 
She took care of her brother David. 
Clara Barton becomes the first President of the American 
---
Red Cross. 
She came as a Christmas present. 
____ She helped the men who got hurt. 
Clara Barton goes to the battlefield. 
Make the Jords and meanings fit. Before ea ch word write the 
number of its meaning. 
know 1. animal different 6. very pleased 
horse 2. not old love 7. kee.p 
young 3. something given proud 8. not the same 
present 4. a place around hold 9. with each 
a house other · 
yard 5. to be sure together 10. to like 
' 
Make new words. Omit the first letter of each word below. 
Write the new word on the line. The first one is done for you. 
smile 
crack 
mile ground --------------
scr eam 
---------- -----------
place 
l ate 
sway draw bright --------------
ObJectives: 
To develop the ability to read to find the main idea. 
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To develop the ability to use definitions to identify new words. 
To further the ability to recognize rhyming words. 
Second s rade words used: 
afraid even left aohool together 
almost ever love scream took 
animal fall mean show train 
answer first minute smile try 
arm goes more strong walk 
around ground most summer warm 
bad hear never sure well 
battlefield hold nurse surely while 
bright kitchen often sway winter 
care last only ten word 
crack late people these yard 
different lay proud thought year 
draw learn room till young 
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APPLE PICKING TIME 
In the Fall of the year most people are busy picking 
apples. People are working hard in New York, Ohio, Washington 
and Massachusetts. ~Vhen the apples turn yellow or red, it 
me ans tha t they are ready to be picked. 
)ten, women and young boys start out to pick them by hand. 
They can reach some of them from the ground. Others are too 
high to reach, ao they must go up the tree f or them. 
Each apple picker must carry a bag for his apples. They 
must pick each apple w.ith care. The apples that fall on the 
ground are put into baskets. They sell these baskets of apples 
as soon as they are picked. Some people like to buy these 
baskets because t hey do not pay as much for them. 
They take large boxe .a of apples into 1 barn to clean them. 
/ 
I 
Many women sitting at a table in the barn ' pick out the bad ones. 
Only the best apples will be sent to the stores. These are 
called "Number Ones. ti They can get more money for these 
apples. Some of the baskets are put in a cold place for the 
winter. 
Complete the .following outline by finding the answers to 
the following questions and writing them on the linea. 
I. In what places are they picl~ing apples? 
A. 
B. 
c. 
---------------------· 
---------------------· 
1 
II. What t wo ways do they pick them? 
A. 
---------------------· 
B. 
!.II. What do the pickere do with the apples? 
A. 
B. 
------------------------------------------------------· 
IV. What is done in the barn? 
A. 
B. 
-------------------------------·· 
c. 
Find a word in the first list and a word in the second list 
that together will make a new word. Write the new word on the 
line. The first one is done for you. 
1. eo me house 1. sometime 
2. may be 2. 
5. house room 3. 
4. wood shop 4. 
5. for time 5. 
6. night work e. 
7. hot way 7. 
a. eohool land a. 
9. work fall 9. 
10. road got 10. 
In each row find all the words tha.t rhyme with the first 
word. Underline each of these rhyming words. 
1. sent best time went dress 
2. ground word around found third 
3. came had same game name 
4. l ight shortest might night bright 
5. see more three taste wee 
Obj ect.ives: 
To improve the ability to outline by supplying details 
to support main ideas. 
To develop recognition of compound words. 
To further the ability to recognize rhyming words. 
Second grade words used: 
apples dress most shortest 
around fall much start 
bad found number table 
bag game only taste 
barn ground or third 
basket hand pay turn 
busy ].and people winter 
bright large reaoh wood 
care mean room word 
carry might school year 
done more sell young 
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WHY JOHNNY WAS LATE FOR SCHOOL 
As Johnny was on his way to school one morning he could hear 
a dog crying . The dog 1 s cry was for help. Johnny knew that if' he 
stopped to answer the do g's call he would be late for school, but 
he could not pass the poor animal. 
When he looked at the do g , Johnny knew the reason for the 
cry. The dog was caught in a trap and would need care. His paw 
was cut and Johnny knew the dog would expect help from him. 
Johnny had to open the trap and carry the poor dog home. 
His mother, who was working in the kitchen, helped him olean the 
cut with hot water. Then the dog was given some warm milk to 
drink and some bread to eat. 
After the dog ate his breakfast he lay down at Johnny's feet. 
He was so glad he wagged his tail. Johnny knew the dog wanted 
to say, "My paw does not hurt now, and I am no longer hungry. 
Thank you very much." 
When Johnny saw that the dog was happy, he set forth onee 
again for school. Of course he was late for school. Do you 
think it was all right? 
Draw a line under the right answer. 
1. Where was Johnny goring? 
to his home to school to church 
2. ~by was Johnny afraid to stop? 
early for school hurt the dog late for school 
3. What made the dog cry? 
his face was cut his paw was cut his paw was new 
4. With what do you clean a cut? 
hot water hot milk warm water 
5. How did the dog say ttThank you"? 
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barked with his tail ate his bread wagged his tail 
Here are some words which begin with prefixes. to·ok at each 
word carefully. See what the pref~ is. Write the word in the 
· column under its prefix, below. 
into always upon begin 
upstairs 
behi.nd · also inside 
al in EE:. be 
-
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On ·t;he lines below write a paragraph telling why you think 
Johnny did the right thing when he stopped to help the dog. 
ObJectives: 
To develop the ability to r ecall story details. 
To develop associative and creative t ·hi nking. 
~o give practice on the recognition of the prefixes. 
Second grade words used: 
afraid course late school 
also cry lay set 
always each longer side 
animal expect much *tail 
ate face pass trap 
begin forth poor upstairs 
behind hear rea eon wagged 
care kitchen right warm 
carry knew sat 
*Arthur I. Gates, .! Reading Vocabulary .£.2.!: ~ Primary 
Grades (Revised; New York: Bureau of Publ1cations , Teachers 
Colle ge , Columbia University, 1935). 
MAGIC WORKING 46 
Jimmie loved the farm animals, but the horses most of all. 
He wanted one for his own. Never before had he wished so much 
for anything. His father told him to think a magic horse with 
his magic mind. Of course that "fTas being funny. (45) 
One day, while he was on an errand to the village store he 
saw the best horse he had ever seen. The animal t s wh1 te coat 
was clean and bright. He held his head high. His eyes moved 
~uickly, watching everything . He wagged his ears back and forth 
because he wanted to know where the noise was around him. Jimmie 
thought he would speak with him. Jimmie made believe he was on 
the horse's back and was riding along the open road. (130) 
Just then Jimmie saw a man come out of the store and start 
to get into the cart that the horse was to pull. Jimmie ran up 
to the man and said, "Oh, please, Mr., give me your horse!" (165) 
It did not matter to the boy what was the man' a answer. 
Like magic Jimmie saw Jimmie jump up on the white horae's back. 
They were away aa fast as the wind, and went on and on. At last 
they stopped to rest. The boy put bits of red and blue pa.pe:r• 
on the horse 1 a head. This made the horse more proud. The boy 
thought that he and the horse would win much money at a horse 
show. JiiJllnie a tood up on the horae 1 .s back, riding for a time 
that way.. They came to a place where there were many clowns 
who did skip and laugh, and where wild animals live always in 
little houses. A lot of other happy people came up to Jimmie 
and his beautiful b.orse. They said they liked Jimmie and his 
riding on the horae's back. He let his feet slide to the ground. 
He took off his cap and said thanks to the happy people. The 
white horse puffed and looked gmart. ( 330) 
Suddenly, Jimmie turned ~ulckly, and began to run fast, 
with the white horse after him as if in a race. A minute more 
4? 
and he saw his own home . He ran into t he kitchen. His mother 
and father were about to sit down to dinner. 
Jimmie said with a happy cry, "Oh, Daddy, believe me. I 
have a horse of my ownt" 
He hopped about the room as a. glad boy does. (400} 
The father looked hard at Jimmie, and said, "A horse? I 
don't see any horae. Has your magic mind been working again?" 
"Well ••••• Just now out on the road I did have a horse, a 
beautiful white horse," Jimmie said. He was now ~uiet. 
"Where did you get this white horse?" asked t he father. 
"Oh! The man who was there came out of the a tore, and I 
just asked him to give me the horse," was Jimmie's answer. 
"Where is the horae now? '' the father asked. 
J.immie looked down at the floor~ and whisp ered, "I guess 
the man said 'No'." (500) 
Read the story carefully. Draw a line around the word you 
are reading when your teacher says "Stop." Then finish the 
story and answer the 4.uestions below. 
1. What did Father say that was funny? 
think of a cowboy riding on a donkey 
think of a farm horse with a funny clown 
think of a magic horse with your magic m.ind 
2 . Why was this the best horse Jimmie had ever seen? 
his coat was clean and bright 
he wagged his eyes to hea.r the noise 
he moved hie ears quickly to watch everything 
3. Vfua t did Jimmie and the horae do? 
ride around the barn1ard on the horse 
win much money at a horse show 
took off the horse's cap 
4. What did the man say when Jimmie asked him f'or his horse? 
perhaps I will give you my beat horse 
no, I need my own horse 
a boy with a magic mind may have my horee 
On another piece of paper draw a picture ehowing a magic 
part of the story that you liked beat. 
ObJectives: 
To develop the ability to read for deta:tls. 
To develop the ability t,:, make comparisons. 
To develop the ability for creative thinking . 
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Second. grade wol.'ftla uaed: 
along 
8.1W878 
animal 
newer 
anything 
around 
barn 
because 
being 
believe 
bit 
1br1ght 
cap 
cart 
olean 
clown 
co t 
couree 
ear a 
errand 
ever 
everythi ng 
.. ,.., 
tarm 
field 
.floor 
1'orth 
ground 
su••• 
hea d 
held 
hopped 
kitchen 
lot 
love 
magic 
matter 
mind 
minute 
more 
move 
'Mr • 
much 
n ver 
nola• 
ott 
ow-n 
perhaps 
proud 
pull 
quickly 
"'-u1et 
r et 
r iding 
oeen 
ho 
aklp 
elide 
•low 
amart 
aomet1me 
epe££k 
t and 
a tart 
stood 
auddenl7 
thoae 
thought 
took 
village 
wagged 
w tch 
wel l 
while 
hisp r 
ild 
wind 
* Arthur I. Gatee , ! R ading VocabulaTc :tor J:!!._ Prim~ 
Grades ( R vised; New York: Bureau of PUbl~ntlona • 1'eadh 
College·, Columbia Un1v~rei ty, 1936). 
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Draw a line under the right word to finish each sentence. 
The f i rst one is done £or you. 
Bird is to fly as rabbit 
is to 
hold animal 
Pictures are to eyes as song 
is to 
noise hai r ears 
Leather is to shoe as straw 
i s to 
basket dress wood 
Roof is to house as soil 
is to 
pond ground top 
• 
Sally is to girl as Mrs . 
to 
woman boy ohil d 
Brick is to chimney as 
wood is to 
paint house reason 
Objective: 
is 
is 
Fish is to water as animal 
is to 
forest umbrella house 
Engine is to train as hand 
is to 
oven watoh coat 
Nicke l is to five as dime 
is to 
two four ten 
Flour is to bread as cream 
is to 
cheese cake l and 
Fish is to water as snake 
t o 
month green grass 
Tree is to Christmas as 
egg is to 
Easter Valentine Monday 
'l'o develop ability to make analogies. 
Second s;rade words used: 
animal e gg month shoe 
basket *eye s no ise snake 
child five oven soil 
coat forest picture song 
ere~ ground pond top 
dime hand rabbit train 
ear hold reason watch 
Easter land roof wood 
*Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary 
{trades (Revised; New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
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Jane and Ted were in the back yard putting up a bird house. 
Suddenly they heard a call. "That is Mother," said Jane. "It•s 
time to do the errand at the store." When Mother expects company, 
ehe always wants to have things ready. 
Ted always takes his red and blue cart when he goes on an 
errand to the store. Mother is getting eo many things they will 
need the cart. Ted has a very strong rope on it so he can pull 
it along. Jane will carry the money in her new leather bag 
Mother gave her for her birthday. 
They liked to go to Mr. Bill's store because he was so 
friendly. "I had a telephone call from your mother, so every-
thing is here ready for you to put into your cart," said Mr. Hill. 
In the large bag there was cheese, milk, cream and fresh 
eggs. Jane helped to carry the large pumpkin and the apples in 
the other bag to the cart. Mr. Hill helped Ted find room in the 
cart for everything. 
Jane gave Mr. Hill the money Mother put in her bag. 
"Have I enough money to pay for these things, Mr. Hill?" 
asked Jane. 
"Yes, Jane. Here is a dime and a nickel. This is your 
change." 
"Thank you, Mr. Hill," said Jane. 
Jane put the change into her bag and they hurried home. 
Dra a line under the best nrune f'or this story . 
1. hr. Hill's Store 4 . •oth r ' s Compa.ny-
2. A Bird House 5. An Errand for ·other 
;;. Ted ts Cart 6 . A Telephone Call 
\Vhat d1d Ted and Jane take to the store? 
1. 
2. 
~lhat th1ngs ere in the large bag'? 
1. 3. 
2. 4. 
What was in the other bag? 
1. 
·hat change did r. Hill give to Jane 'i' 
1. 2 . 
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Write a story about an errand you ha'Ve done for someone. 
Write it on another piece of paper . 
O'b ,lee.tives: 
To improve the abi l ity to read for the me.1.n idea.. 
'l'o develop t .he nbility to read a.ooura.tely story detai ls . 
To provide opportunity to do creative and assoei.at1ve 
thinking. 
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ec.ond grade erda used: 
along carr y ore am expect nickel rope 
always cart dime friendly pay strong 
apples cha ~e egg heard pull suddenly 
bag cheese ervand it•s pumpkin telephone 
beoau$e company everything lEU'ge room write 
yard 
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BENJ A IN FRANKLIN 
J anuary 17th is the birthday of Benjamin Franklin. He was 
one of t he greatest men in ~erican Hi8tory. 
A.8 a boy, he lived in Boston. hen Benj min a ten years 
old his f ther too h i m into his shop. Here h e helped his 
fath er make candl es . But he liked books more than candl -making 
ao he left the hop. 
He ent to ·ork for his brother because of h i s g reat l ove 
for books . le wa happy because he coul d now et the be at books 
to read. .any nights he Rat up l ate reading eo he could take 
the book back in the morning. 
The story of his trip to Philadelphia is of~en told. He had 
very little money. o he had to make it o as .far a · he could 
til l he found ork. Ie looked funny ae he walked down the 
street ith a l on roll of bread under each arm. As he alked 
alon t he str the ate anothe r roll. In a door ay stood a girl 
who could not help l au hing hen he sa h~ . Lit tle did ahe 
think that he would become a gr eat man some day . Of course she 
.did not gues a that she ould 'Jet}Om his ·i fe . 
He worke for a long time tryin to make peo le of other 
countries .t'rienclly ·1 th the United States. 
Americans houl d be pr oud of Benj amin Franklin . 
' / 
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'/r1 t t e number of t he oorr ct endin on the line af'ter 
th b ginning part of t he s ent nee . 
. enjamin Frankl in's birthday _______ • 
He lived in Doston 
- --
He 1ent to ork 
---
Benjamin did not l ik -----
Often he at up n1 ts ____ _ 
hen he reached Phi ladelphia ______ • 
He looked funny ____ _ 
The girl in the door way _____ • 
Th1 girl as the one ____ _ 
We should be 
---
1. in hi father ' s shop. 
2. r ead1n books. 
3. he had very little mon y. 
l kin do ·m the tr et. 
5 . eomes on January 17 . 
6 . began to l augh at him . 
'1. "\tho became his 1ife . 
8 . proud of F~ankl1n. 
9. h n he was a boy . 
10 . t o make candl es . 
Ad ~ t o a ord in each sentence t o make t he n . e or a 
person . The firs t one is done for you. 
H will paint the ba!'n . He is a 12a1nt er 
He takes c re of' a gar den. He !s 
He liv s on a farm . He is a 
He ~i ll sing on the r adio. He is a 
He l i kes to box 1th his br other . lie is a • 
· He can f l y an airpl ane. He is a 
He ent t o the woods to hunt. He is a 
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~ umber t he \ordB in each column t o shot· t heir a lphab t i c 1 
o er. · t ch t ho fir st and 
first lis t is done for you. 
arm 5 being 
all'ea dy 3 balance 
ngnin t 2 boar d 
ana mr 4 bright 
above l busy 
Objectives : 
co lettel's i n each '.1 ord. The 
coat ance 
child dra 
cost ducl-r 
cries done 
carry disappoint _ 
To give practice in asaoc1nt1ng ideas . 
To give practice in building 1ords wi t h Suffixes . 
To ive pl'actiee in the alphabeti cal arrangement of ords 
by t he second letter . 
Second grade ords used: 
above buy done proud 
airplane candle dra ~ r i o 
alrea y care duck roach 
ana er carry .farm roll 
al'"m chi .ld found sa.t 
balance coat friendly stood 
barn cost guess t n 
because course late till 
being cries left try 
board dance love wa lk 
bright disappoint often vtif 
year 
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A good dinner will al11ay.s bring your bird neighbors. In 
this ay they arc just like people. hen sno and ice cover the 
ground, it i s not easy for out* ~1ld bird friends . Some birds 
stay ith u all inter so they ill eat 1hat people put out f'or 
them. 
There ·is something you can do to help the birds. You might 
have a s~prise some day then you hear a hnppy song f.rom your 
bir d company. A bird feeder will b ring them clo e to your house . 
There are :many kinds of bir feeders hich are oasy to make. 
Firs t, get a pi oe of ood. lake sever 1 big holes in the ood . 
Fill th holes th different thin s, such as f a t and bread 
crum s . Then make some small holes under the big holes. Put 
small sticks in these holes for the birds to sit on r:hi l e they 
c t :from th bi hole • They rlll e, t almost any crumbs from 
t he t ble. You mny put thi s feeder in n tre ·• Anoth r ood 
place for it 1s just out ide your ~indo • You 7111 se t 
birds il1 aste no time 1hen they have found it. Th y 111 
fly a1ay quickly nd tell their frlendo. In no time you 111 
'ha.ve a. company of 1rds to atch. Their hnppy song ~111 b a 
11 thank you" .for your bread crumbs and ret . 
If you ere goln to make a bird feeder, aho by numbering 
t he sentences be lo t he order i n hlch you 11oul . do the follo -
1ng things : 
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.ta lco s overal hol s in tho 70od. 
Put small sticks 1n the holes for t he bir s to sit on. 
Under the b1g holes m ke so small hol e s . 
ou must get piece of \7ood . 
_____ Fill t he holes 1ith f t and bread erumb . 
F'i nish t he sen noes . 
;1... Bir are like p opl b cause --------------------------------
2. ir s h v a r..o.rd tit;,.e i n 'I; i n t r because 
---------------------
• 1"h b irds that st y ith us 111 -------------
4. Then you help them, they 11 ----------------
5 . ~'bey \ill oat ------------------------
A good place for bird feeder i s 
7 . ~ hen t hey "'ind i t, t hey ill----------------
Four of the ords in each ro of oros belo\ belong together 
in meaning . One fOrd does not belong ith the other3. Find this 
on e ord and cross lt out. 'llhe first ro~ is d on :for you . 
shoe coa t dress cap stone 
neck arm fnce feel mouth 
to city school vill ge country 
roof water porch t pa floor 
c rt truck kito tttain nlOl'Ty-g o-roun 
milk pins eg oake apples 
red blu h1te rass black 
Objectives: 60 
To further the ability to recall the sequence ot: details. 
To improve tho ability to dra Y conclus ions. 
To further t he ab111 ty to cl ssify . 
Second !5rade words usedt 
almost gg r;.1erry- go-round aong 
alw ys face might steps 
apples f t mouth atone 
arm feeder neck table 
becaue feel outside train 
bring fill people truck 
cap first piece village 
cart floor pins waste 
close found quickly watch 
coat frie.nd roof 1hile 
ground school wild 
company 
hear everal ihdow 
cover 
crum.be hole CJhoe winter 
different ice small wood 
dress kind snow 
easy orne thing 
* rthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primarz 
Grades (Revised; New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
Colle e, Col umbi Univer sity , 1 935). 
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· fuo 11l I? · lr1 te . y name in t h b lank n t the end of eae 1 exercise .. 
I stand in the stroot. 
You muDt uteh me. 
I ill tel l you ,.~hen to com • 
See my blue suit! 
Children call me their fri nd. 
I run __________ .. 
ilh n children sec rte they l augh. 
'l'hey laugh at my .funny taco. 
I can do .funny things. 
Sometim~s I tell them a joke •. 
'11hey laugh at the funny things 
and t he joke. 
I run 
---------------------
One a mont h some peopl e come 
to my shop. 
If I am busy, they ait their 
turn .. 
··Jhil th y W· it thoir turn, 
they r ead the puper. 
Then they sit in a . chai~ hich 
cun turn around •. 
I :rill cut their hair sho!'t. 
I run 
----------------------
'Jr:t ta 1 ove.r the -mrd 
that rhjmes ·!th han . 
-
' :r1 te 2 OVEl.r th , 11ord 
thut rhymes lith bell 
-
v,1r1 te 3 over the -rord 
that rEYmes 1th s nd . 
-
Write 1 ov·er the rord 
that rhymes 1lth .Ez· 
Write 2 over the ·o:t"d 
that rnymes with :raee. 
-
Write 3 over the mr d 
that rhymes \ith man. 
-
V'ri te 1 over t he 'Tord 
that rnymes with !JtOE• 
~lri to 2 over t ho ord 
that rhyme e i th burn . 
-
Wr i te 3 over the ,·or 
that rhymes vith fair . 
-
These 'lords \ .. ill help you. 
barber 
cat 
~pjectives: 
watch 
polic me.n 
To deV!llop the ability to solve pr oblems. 
To giv practice in :follo 1ng d.1~a tions. 
store 
clam 
To i.mprove the a bil ty to recoc;nize rhy.mir..e vords . 
Se eond £rp.de . ~ords used: 
around ta.i:r- paper ste.nd 
boll friend people try 
busy hand pol iceman turn 
elovm jok send atch 
face month sometime ~~hile 
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LOST IN THE FOREST 
Johnny, like moet boys, liked to go hunting. One bright 
winter day, Johnny's friend, David, a eked him if he ould like 
to go hunting with him. Like all good boys, Johnny asked hie 
mother if he could go. She said that she did not care if he 
would be a good boy and get his ork done e arly. Of course 
Johnny said that he ould. 
They hunted all day, and before they kne it, it began to 
ge t dark. The boys started back , but they could see that they 
were lost in the forest. 
David and Johnny walked on and on. Pretty oon they sa 1 a 
barn. ' hen they got to it the boys sa that there ere no people 
around it. David and Johnny made all the noise that they could, 
but no one heard them. It was too dark to see anything , but 
they found their way into the barn. 'l'hey found some s tra on 
the floor on rh.ich they lay. The boys wanted to go to sleep but 
it as too cold. Then, too, they would almost get to sleep hen 
they would hear a ~ueer noise. • at do you uppose it was? It 
was a cat looki ng for something to eat. They did not know that 
it as a 1ld cat. 'rhey were plenty a.t'raicl, just the same, and 
began to scream. Just then they sa a stron, light and heard a 
noise; then a bright light ·as on them. A policeman was holding 
a light, and they could see the wild oat that the policeman had 
killed. Then a lot of people came in from all around. They 
anted to know the reas on for the boys being in the barn, eo the 
boys had to tell them everything they could remember. 
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The two mothers had called the police station about their 
poor boys hen they did not como home. Everybody was as happy 
to have the boys back o.s they ere to b back. 
Write the numb r of the correct ending on the line af ter the 
beg innin pert of t he sentence . 
Johnny and David went hunting _!_ 1 . to be back home. 
Johnny was a good oy because 2. they did not think about ttme. 
They were so buey that 3. it was so cold. 
The boys were afraid of 
They could not sleep because 
The boys did not kno that 
Everybody as happy because 
Johnny and David ere glad 
4. the ~ueer noise. 
5. be did his work. 
6. the cat was wild. 
7. the oat had been killed. 
8. in the winter time. 
Use a dictionary to find the me aning of each ord in the 
list belo • If you find a ord ·ith more than one meanin 
choose the one which fits the story. 
hunt 
at raw 
plenty 
lot 
strong 
In the words listed below, mark only the long vowels. 
hole queer hunt old kill barn 
ate man r eason winter noise moat 
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Objectiveet 
To develop the ability to associate ideas. 
To give practice in the uee of the dictionary. 
To give practic in recogni zing th l ong and short vowels 
in words. 
Second grade words used: 
afraid early knew pretty 
al.'lllo.et everybody lay queer 
around everything light reason 
ate .floor lost remember 
barn forest lot scream 
because friend most start 
being hear noise strong 
bright heard people suppose 
busy hold plenty wild 
dark hole policeman inter 
done hunt poor 
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OUR NEW SET 
ait!t Think again before you read on. This 1 Just a 
hard-luck story. ~ ·ell, if you have gone this tar, I m1sht as 
well tell you about my cares. It all began a week ago when we 
heard ometh1n new as coming to our house . e made room in 
the a1tt1ng-roo upstairs, aa there was no place in the bedroom • 
. 
e thought this would be a good place because there ould be no 
noise her • If e must stay up t bight t o take care of it, 
we should b n ar 1t. Then it came. 
a it wa carried into the house, e re so proud . Then · 
e looked to see if it as clean or 1f any oh ngea had to be 
made. 
At'ter a whil e had to have all the nei ghbors over to 
see it. Of course, they 11 thou ht it aa beautiful. Everybody 
l iked 1t8 looke . e began to think. ould it mean lo t sleep 
or would it turn out to be a lot of fun? 
The answers were aoon found out. For a few day a we found 
------
-----
it took a lot of our time. e had to it up with it at night. 
Ev·en in the afternoon e had to ateh it. And change after 
change--every time an airpl ane went over we had to change it. 
Then it would make uch ... ueer noises . We all had to take turns 
c ring for it. 
BUt there are good things about it, too . Its race will 
light up when you go over to lt. Also, it is as pretty as a 
picture. e have such a good time with it. e would not part 
with it ror anything . You see we own a t~levision set. 
Number the following sentences to sho the order in which 
they happened in the story. 
,e began to make room f'or it. 
---
Everybody had a turn to care for it. 
It took a lot of our time at first. 
---
Something ne ia coming to our house. 
e are so happy wi th our new eet. 
---
Our neighbors came over to see it . 
One word in the first sentence is p lled like the m. ss1ng 
word in the second sentence. rite tho right word on the line. 
1 . We heard the b 11 ring . 
2. other g ve her a fo r $ pres n t . 
1. He sat in the windOl? to watch for Gran -rather. 
2 . He looked e. t hi s to tell the time. 
1. This ia the second time you c alled me . 
2. You will have to it only a -------------
Suffixes will help you to get the meaning ot many worda . 
The autfix !l may mean like. Add the suffix !z to e ch of theae 
words nd then rit 
1. friend 
2. brothe.r 
3. mother 
4 . man 
5. rather 
Objectives: 
t he meani ng of the ne ' ord. 
like a friend 
To give further practice in arranging .story ideas in sequence . 
To promote the ability to use context clues to i.clentif7 the 
meanin of words. 
To dev lop th r ecognition of the suffix 1z and it meaning. 
Second gr ade orda uaed: 
ago course gone noon room took 
airplan · even he rd only a t turn 
also every light own eeond upstairs 
ans er everybody l ot part eet atch 
nyt hing f'ae e •luck picture should week 
b cause few mean pretty aomath1ng well 
bell first might proud auch while 
oare round near queer televiaion window 
change friend noise ring thought 
•Arthur I. Ga tea, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grade s (Revised; New York: BUreau of Publ!catfon;-:-Teachera 
Coli ge, Columbia University, 1935). 
THE MAGIC SHOES 
Once upon a time, in a far away place, there lived a queer 
little elf who made shoes . This bu y shoemaker some t i mee would 
make a pair which were different from the rest. Yes, very 
different - .. so different that they ·ere magic1 
Now ·ho do you suppose got these magic shoes? Of course,--
children who were kind and good to other people . One of these 
fine children was a boy called Ti m. 
Tim always helped peopl e who were in need. Everybody thought 
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that he was the most .kind boy in his ton. He made everybody 
happy. Even the dogs and cats knew Tim and liked him, too . 
One day the to n was very quiet. Some thing as the matter. 
The children were not laughing and playing in the streets . any 
of them were not ell . Why? Because the town was running out of 
watert There as nothin to drink . 
Tim thought of his magic shoes. There wa.e -;ater high up in 
the hills . With his magic shoea, he could go up, up, up and 0 et 
lo ts of water for his town•s people. 
Late one night, when all had gone to sleep, Tim put on his 
magic shoes and went up the hill for water. He made more than a 
hundred trips to the top and down. He wanted to surprise everybody 
in the morning. Early in the morning , there ;as a big eurprise 
on every porcht A large bowl of water for each family. 
In the afternoon Tim put on his magic shoes and went to see 
0 
the queer little elf . He asked the el.f if he would with his 
magic send rain to the town . The little elf did, and soo11 the 
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children, young people and old people were laughing and singing . 
No one ever knew that once again Ti m had been kind. 
Ans~er Ye s or No 
1. Children who were bad got a pa ir of magic shoes. 
2. Dogs and cats knew Tim and loved him, too. 
3. The town had no food and the people were hungry. 
4. Tim got water high up in the hills. 
5. Tim made the people happy. 
6. The ~ueer little elf could not make it rain. 
Number the words i n each box t o show their alphabetic order. 
arm fl oa t mi ght 
also f air mouth 
above few matter 
ate full much 
_anyth ing fill meet 
Write a word to rhyme with e a ch of the words below. Write the 
word on the line. 
ate kept full much 
new yet part near 
Objectives 
1. To check compreh ension of the material read. 
2. To give practice in using alphabetica l order. 
3. To give practice in selecting words tha t rhyme. 
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Second ~rade ords ueed 
also everybody magic rest 
arm full matter something 
because hundred much sometime 
busy kept near suppose \ 
course kind nothing thought 
different knew part top 
each large people w-ell 
early live queer young 
ever lot quiet 
OUR SCHOOL NURSE 
How happy the children are to see their friend, iss Day, 
the school nurse. She comes to the Hill School every ~onday 
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to see her friends. Ir she cannot come, they mise her very much. 
She is never too busy to talk with them or to take care o£ any 
little scratch or cut. 
One day last eek To.m.>nJ ai'J running in the school yard when 
he fell head-long into a hole. He had to cry out because there 
was a b d cut on his arm. His f riends helped him out o£ the 
hole and into the school. 
" ·hat seElms to be the matter, Tommy?" a ked iss Day . 
"! ·guess I did not eee that hole," said Tommy . 
"Never mina, Tommy, I 111 take care o!' it," eaid Use Day. 
Sh~ put some warm water on it and then something hich made 
it .feel good. 
"It does feel all right now, 11 said Tommy . "Thank you , i s 
Day, for taking care of me." 
Mias Day does many other things for the e ~ irls nd boys. 
She o!'ten talks to th m about the best things to eat . "Al aye e t 
a good br a.kfa t before you come to school," she says. They look 
upon her as t e1r true £riend. 
Put an X befor the sentences below that are not true. 
U as Day goes to the Hill School every day. 
She i e a friend of every child. 
They ho h r a scr toh or a cut. 
Tomm fell in th street. 
There was a cut on his head . 
The school nurse took care o£ it. 
She 1 one of their best friends . 
Rewrite the sentences hich a:..re uot true to make them true . 
Draw a line to join the t wo words that have bout the smne 
meaning . 
happy woman path place 
Mrs. near think way 
(iuiet glad set believe 
close too right fo r est 
also e~till woods fair 
Read these words:- see, feel, eat . 
·- .........,_.._ -
Some words have long ~· 
Some words have short !. • Re ad these words: fell, best, set. 
~ _..,.._ .......,_ 
Dr a - a line under the words that have t he long !. sound. 
week guess then meet 
every seem these reach 
never head bef'ore pen 
Objectiveat 
To give practice in recalling story facts . 
To promote the ability to recogn1~e similar meanings. 
To improve the ability to recognize the long vowel sound 
in words . 
Second i ra de words used: 
also fair ra. seems 
always t'eel much set 
arm f ell near show 
bad f riend never something 
because goee • nuree still 
believe gueee of ten talk 
busy head path these 
care hole pen t hing 
child last quiet took 
close matter reach true 
cry meet right warm 
cut mind achool week 
every miea eeem yard 
*Arthur I . Ga tes, _ Reading Vocabulary for ~ Primary 
Grades (Revised; Ne York: Bureau of Publ i cati ons, Teachers 
Col lege , Columbia Uni versity, 1935). 
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PAUL VISITS I THE COUNTRY 
Paul came to the country every aummer to stay with his grand-
.father who had a .farm. This farm was in an out of the way place 
far from town , far from even any neighbors. On it es a beautiful 
old. white farm house, wi th a big barn painted red. Hie grandf'ather 
had plenty of farm animals and a garden t o keep him busy. or 
course Paul could be a great help on a farm, as there was much 
word to do. Paul, being a ~ood otrong boy, was kept ' · ork.in-g some 
each day. Af ter the work there was always time for pl.ay. 
Paul liked everything about the .farm. He liked to take 
·care of the horses and other farm animals. He liked to work in 
the garden and to wa t ch the young plants grow. Best of all, 
Paul loved the open count ry with its green fields and great 
forests. 
He liked to walk in the woods everr day to see hat he could 
see. Each da.y seemed to bring somethi ng new and something d1f-
.ferent. The forests were filled with all kinds of animal life. 
sometimee it as a bird'e cry that would catch his ear; then 
again it would be the noise of a small wil d animal running near 
the pa th. The woods Yrere full of rabbits, ho hopped this ay 
and that way. Paul was alwaya there to watch them busy at their 
work . •rhey were such friendly litt l e animals, he thought. There 
were foJteE too. Uo • Paul did 1ntch for them. These v,ild animals 
were so very, very sly that Pnul .failed to see even one. The 
foxes always heard him coming and hurried S. !le..y to hide. They were 
not aa friendly as the other animals 1n the woods. 
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Number in order the sentences below that tell wh t happened 
to paul in the story. 
___ He liked the friendly rabbits • . 
P ul h d work to do on t he £ann . 
---
---
He nev r saw the sly foxes. 
1 Paul •ent to eec his grandfather who lived on a 
.farm. 
___ He liked to hear the bird' a cry. 
---
lie loved the gr een £1elda and f orest beet ot• all. 
l danee 3 don't _g tel.l 1 terrible 
......... 
2 dear _i dress 
These t our words wh1oh begin 
with the same letter are ar-
ranged and numbered 1n a.l pha ... 
betlcal order. 
-
. 3 truck 4 turtle 
-
These tour words wh1oh begin 
with the smMe l e t ter are 
numbered to ho t heir alpha-
betical order. 
Number t he ·ords to show the~c al.phabetieal order. 
muoh matter watoh 
_window 
wood 
_wh1aper 
-
mcarry-go-round _ month 
-
lov line rub rain 
-
re ch _rope 
-
1 ather land 
--
ObJect1vea: 
To develop ~he ab111 ty to r eca ll a tory idea a in s~HiUenoe . 
rrov1c1e an opportunity to .draw conclua1ons based on a story. 
To give .further practice 1n the alphabetical arranbement oi" 
words. 
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Second srade words used 
always fail matter something 
animals farm merry-go-round some time 
barn field much such 
bring fill near ewmner 
busy forest never terrible 
care fox noise these 
course f'riendly path thought 
cry full plant truck 
dance heard plenty turtle 
different hide rabbit watch 
dress hopped reach h1sper 
ear kept rope wild 
even land rub indo 
every line sly wood 
everything love emall young 
Underline the names of the things you see in the picttLrea. 
village tag horns 
point cheese trap 
wife hammer ehovel 
wings piek hand 
vines feathere top 
Write five eentencoe using some of the words in the list 
above. 13e sure to begin the s e nt ence with a capital lett er and 
end it with a punc.tua tion mark . 
Objectives: 
To give practice in word mean1ng.a .. 
To give opportunity for free expression. 
Second grade words used: 
cheene 
.feathers 
hammer 
hand 
point 
tag 
top 
trap 
village 
vines 
wife 
wings 
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As Peter sat on a large tub made of wood · es1de the pond a 
thought cam to his mind. As long s he eould remember , Peter had 
al1ays 'llan ed a boat. No h was ouro he oould hav0 one. 
He put the tub made of ·;ood into the 'rater. See it float! 
Th t is · {l...a t he kne ·; 1 t \70uld do. " I.f only 1 t ould r.tovo 11 " he 
said. Then nothor thought came to his mine • He took the tub out 
of the later and set it on the shore. Peter ran quickly home to 
get his sister• s pretty nev1 ulnbrell a . 
vnce 1 10r0 he put the tub 1nto the tet> .. nd .sat in 1 t .. Open-
ing the umbrella ,. he hold it so that it would catch t e uind. To 
Peter 1 a ourprise t he tub boga.n to move . It ·vent faster and f'aster. 
soon i t ~as half way a ·oross the pond. Before long P ter :1as on 
the other shore of the pond. 
"How shall I get back? ,. he t hought . eter lm \7 t o.t he r.ust 
wait f .or t he <11nd to change. How disappointed Peter ·as rhen e 
ind did not change.. :Poor Pet r had to oarry tho tub and urnbr lla 
home .. 
\' .rite the. best nan.e for t hi s -stor~ on the correct line. 
'l1he ,~.iother Boat 
Peter • s Umbrella 
Take .~ "'. 'IO.Y f:rom fast 
-
Put in 12. o.nd you make past. 
Put in 1 and .. ou mnke _nat . 
Pu't in .21 and you mn. m _ast •. 
To.ke th a · ay ro -.,_ t 1ought 
-
Put in ! and you make· _ought. 
Put i n b nnd yo nmke o ght. 
- -
Put in .£!: and you make _ t .;ht • 
r· y Pu.nny boat 
'l"'he "'ueer Car 
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1r1te t ha number of' the correct nding on the line after· the 
begi nnin po.rt of the entence .. 
Potet- iiantod 
-----
The boo.t :rlll f loat 'l1han 
p tor'~ _st r hnd ____ _ 
Th ·t1nd made 
---
The boat 1;1ont 
---
Peter 1ait d 
---
---
1... !'o1~ t e 1.1 ind to chanc; 
2. n beautiful umb~ell· 
a. to the other shore 
4. tho tub and umbrella home 
5 .. e. boat. 
.. the i nd di not c nt:.e 
He b..a.d to a l k horne becau e ? . ho s rt la. 
-
8. the boat move 
9 . it i s i n t e •ta.tor 
10. it moved very slo ly 
Ob4ec·t·1 . ""' • 
n "" -.Ia ~· • 
To develop the o.bi l· ty to o.sso.oiuta ideas. 
To give practice 1n :recogniz ing t he sounds of' consonants 
and blends. 
1 o develop the ability to s e lect major i deas .. 
Second g;l:'ade ·1or ds u.s e . . 
alvays Ch · e last poor shore ·ood 
b sket disappoint mind pr etty slo 
bOCO.U"O f lont more queer t1ought 
bOS1de hal.f mov remember ... ·tub 
boat hel d onl y no. liDtbrello. 
carry kne\·t pond shall wind 
·::·AJ:-.thur l. "' G~tea j £:.. Re dln Vocabularz .f.g£ ~ ~ rar;y 
. :rades { .. ~ v1s ; L!ev. York~ u.res:u of' Public tions, .t: ache1 .. s 
College , Col .bin Un1v ro_ty, 1935 ). 
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BIRDS I N 'I NTER 
h~ery winter many birds leave ue because they cannot find 
enough to at. · ~hen the ground i e covered i th snow and the 
trees ar e covered i th 1ee, the birds have a har d time . 
v, inter is a hard time for birds. There are so f'e ee ds 
and bugs . It ie easy to make a feeding board with a small 
piece of ood . Put it outaide your window or i n a tree. The 
birds are very smart. They will f' i nd your .feeding board wherever 
you put it. It will be e asy to watch the birds if you put it 
near your wi ndow. 
You will learn that not all birds l ike the same things to 
eat. r, os t or the birds like to ea t seec;ls and bread crumbs. 
Some of your bird friends will not ea t bread crumbs but 
t hey lik fat. Put some fat in a bag and hang it .from a tree. 
Be sure it is ell out of reach of the oa t . 
Not all your bird friends will ea t bread crumbs or .fat. 
Some b i rds like other things. any birds will watch to see what 
you pu t on your feeding board. Watch the birds as they come to 
get ha t you put out for them . 
Why not see how much fun you can have feedi ng the birds. 
Perhaps you can learn to know every 'bird. 
In the sentences below there ie a line dra n to show 
that a ord is missing . Vrite the missing word on the line, 
1 • . any birds us in winter time. 
--------
2. In the winter the birds have a ti:rne. 
------
3. There are so few 
-------· 
4. You could make a feeding----------------- for them. 
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5. Put it near your window ao you can them. 
--------------------
6. Some birds like to eat bread 
----------------
?. Other birds seem to like--------------------· 
a . Hang the fat high on the tree so the -------cannot 
reach it. 
9. You can have ------ ~ t.tohing t hem at the feeding board. 
10. This is a good way to the names of birds. 
Here is a list of •:ords to arrange in alphabetical order, 
that is, like the A, B, c•s. Write each word on the line tha t 
bas the same first letter . The first one !e done- for you. 
cries above 
hopped either 
grunt shake 
vines umbrella 
a above h 
b 1 
c j 
d k 
e 1 
f m 
g 
Clueer 
bet een 
dance 
path 
oven 
ice 
neck 
whisper 
kept 
.fall 
Joke 
re.ach 
7ard 
left 
tall 
merry-go-round 
n -------------- t ____________ __ 
0 -------------- u ____________ __ 
p 
-------------- v ____________ __ 
q 
·-------------- w ____________ __ 
r 
-------------- Y------~------
B 
Homonyms are words that sound alike, but are spelled d1£-
£erently and have different meanings. In the sentences below 
underline the homonyms. 
Mary wants to sing two songs. 
He read the book ith the red cover. 
Their pencils ere put over there on the table . 
I knew she had a new umbrella . 
Objectives: 
To develop the ability to recall story detail • 
To give practice in the alphabetical arrangement o:f words. 
To develop the unders ts.r:d1ng of homonyms. 
second grade words used: 
bag 
between 
board. 
bugs 
cover 
cries 
crumbs 
dance 
easy 
ever 
*·f at 
feed 
few 
ground 
grunt 
hopped 
1oe 
joke 
kept 
knew piece 
learn reach 
leave * seed 
left seem 
merry-go-round eh ke 
most side 
near small 
or smart 
oven snow 
path song 
table 
tall 
umbrella 
vines 
watch 
well 
whisper 
1f1ndow 
winter 
wood 
yard 
*Arthur I. Gates. ! Reading Vocabularz :for~ Pr~arz 
Gr&e.es (Revised; Ne · York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
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SUch smiling faces around here. Everybody looks so happy. 
some children are busy making big fat snow men. Other children 
are malin snow houses . Still others are out ith their sleds. 
Happy children are sliding dcwn t he hill in a big f ield near the 
town. 
Bill and Ted hurry down the street 
not slide in the field today , Bill. Let• 
hill on First Street. It's more fun." 
i th their eleds. "Le t' s 
slide do n the big 
" r o, Ted. Many cars go up and do n that hill. ·e mi ght 
get hurt, " answers Bill. 11 :e must play where e cannot get 
hurt. " 
n ell, I'll go alone then," call Ted. 
Bill stays with t he children on the hill in the field. He 
goee eliding down the hill on hle sled. Then u p he comee , 
pulling .his eled after him. Another f riend, Tom, is 1th h~. 
Together they go down the hill on the sled. "/hat fun everybody 
has! 
No Ted went down the big hill on Fi rs t Street . As he ge ts 
half way down, a car turns into First Street. Ted is right in 
the path of the car. The man cuickly turns the c ar out o:r the 
way of the sled. It was just in time. 
At the end of the hill he heare a train coming . He tries to 
stop hie eled. e tries to turn the sled out of the way of the 
train but he is s oing too fast. 
He cannot bring the sled to a stop . The train hit the b ack 
of the sled. Ted fell off his eled. 
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That was e. close call for Ted . He must stay in bed for a 
week . From his bed , he can look out over the hill in the .fiel d . 
He c an ateh the happy children going up and down the hill with 
th i r sleds . 
Wh a t a har d way to l eG.rn . Ted will have to etop to think 
when he goes sliding again. 
Draw a line under the best name for this story. 
1. Making a sno man. 4. some happy children . 
2. Making a snov. house. 5 . A close call. 
5. A fast train . 6. Fun on the hill. 
Who did the follo i ng? Write the answer on the line. 
!!!!2.! 
1 . made .rat snow m.en? ; . 
2 . have their sleds'? 
3. is sliding down the hill"? 
4. hurry down t he s treet? 
5. did not want to slide i n the .field? 
e. said we might get hurt? ----------
7 . was in the path of a car?------------------
8 . did not leave the field? 
9 . was hit by the train? ----------------------
10. must stay in bed't ----------- --
Tell about a good time you bed this winter . 
Write it on another pi ece of paper. 
Objectives: 
To give practice in selecting major idea. 
To develop the ability to recall story detai ls. 
To provide opportunity t o do creative and associative 
thinking. 
Second ~rade words used: 
alone friend. paper such 
answer goes path together 
around half piece train 
bring hear pull turn 
busy hill quickly try 
close hit right atch 
end learn *~led we k 
everybody leave slide ell 
.face m.1ght ali ding inter 
.fat more ami ling write 
!'ell near snow 
field o.ff still 
*Arthur I. Gates, A Read1ni Vocabulary !!!£. ~ Pr1mary 
Grade a (Revised; lie York: Bureau o.f Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
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Who am I? Write my name in the blank at the end of each exercise. 
Boys who ride me are happy. 
I am often a bir~~day present. 
How proud they are or me! 
They can go so many places. 
They can ride into the country. 
r am • 
--------------------------
People carry me around on their 
arm. 
They are sometimes glad the,-
have me. 
When it starts to rain1 . they put 
me up. 
They hold me over their heade. 
When the rain stops, they put 
me down. 
I am --------------------------
ost people like to ride with me. 
I can go raster than a car. 
I take them rar away. 
They can see many di.f'.fe.rent lands. 
Everything must get out o.f my way. 
I am ---------------------------· 
These words will help you. 
·~rite l over the . ord 
that rhymes with toze. 
rite 2 over th ord 
that rhymes v·ith tree. 
rite 3 over the ord 
that rhymes ith h.!:2· 
Write 1 over tho ord 
that rEYmes with ~· 
Vrite 2 over the word 
that rhymes ith train. 
Write ~over the ord 
that rhyme.s 1 th broY:n. 
rite l over the word 
that rhyme with Shake. 
Write 2 over the word 
that rhymes with sent. 
rite 3 over the word 
that rhyme... ~ 1 th about . 
be ket bicycle train umbrella top k1te 
Objectives: 
To d velop the ability to. solve problems . 
To 1ve practice in .following directions . 
To improve the ability to recognize rhyming ~ords. 
Second grade worda used: 
arm everything hold shake 
around farm most side 
basket found often sometime 
bicycle ground people start 
carry head pilot top 
di.ff'erent hide proud train 
umbrell.a 
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\ ICE FISHIMG 
Today we hear about many new things that boys and girls 
learn in school . ihen your mother and father went to school, 
they learned ho .' to read and write. In some schools today boys 
learn how to make things out of wood or leather. They have 
made some beautiful bags.. Girl~ learn how to make a dress Ol" 
even ho to make bre d. 
Boys and girls in a high school at Dover, lfe Hampshire, 
have something new--Ic'iahing. They ev n have a high chool 
fishing team. There is one girl on this te~. Other schools 
are also going to start :f'ishing t eams. 
In the winter months Mr. Little takes the team to the pond. 
First he will try the ice. He must be sure th ice is strong 
enough to hold them. Then they cut holes in the ice ith an ice 
saw. Mr. Little shows them how to put their lines into the 
holes. l~o th y are ready to try thei.r luck. 
They stand around to wait for a bite. Sudd nly the flag 
goes up. That is sure to me en there is a bite. They o back 
and forth from one hole to another. Fishing in t he winter 
months is a lot of fun, they say. 
I am sure there are many boys and girls ho wish they could 
live in Dover, ~le He.mpehire. Am I right? 
Theae eentences tell the main ideas in this story. Writ 
the number of the paragraph on the line in front of' the sentence. 
In which paragr aph does it tell that: 
Mr . Little sho •s the t e am ho 1 to fish . 
---
Boye nd girle le rn ne 11 things in school no.,. 
_____ They can tell -when they have a bite. 
---
Other boys and girls ould like to live here. 
At Dover , Ne Hampshire, they learn about fishing . 
Fill 1n the ~orde missing from the sentences belo • Uae 
these wo r ds . 
bark 
-
ground 
The 
-----------------
is white with anov.. 
J ohn writes ith his 
------- hand. 
ar v make prettv. dresses. 
. ~ -------------- . 
He out the on the tree . 
The train the station on time. 
----------------
other will ----~----------apples f or the wi nter. 
The woman ----------------- the 'heat . 
The 4og began to --------- at the eat. 
Some words have 1·-,ng ~· Read these words: old, ~~ _e. 
·some ·ords have hort o . Read these wordst h2!, dos; , atop. 
i.E£aw a line :under t1eaoh word with long ~· 
long 
'0017 
shop 
rope 
soft 
shore 
box 
story 
top 
hole 
goe 
hopped 
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Objectives: 
To further the ability to find main idea e. 
To give practice in enriching ·ord meani n s . 
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To give practice in reeegn1 s1ng the vowel sound of long £· 
second grade words used: 
also hold part a.trong 
around hole pond suddenly 
bag hopped pretty sure 
dress ice right top 
e-ven learn rope team 
.first left school tra_1n 
fishing line shore try 
forth lot show winter 
goes *luck snow wood 
ground mean something write 
band month stand 
hear only start 
<~tArthur I. Gates, ! Read1ne; Vocabulary £.2£. the Pr1marz 
Grades (Revised; Ne 'I York: Bureau of Publ1cat ions, Teachers 
College, Columbia Univer sity, 1~35). 
Number the sentences 1n the order in which they happened. 
1 
-
-
2 3 4 
Group I 
He aaked them to a party Rt his house. 
The televi.aion made it a happy party for everybody. 
His friends came early in t he evening. 
J'ohn called four of his friends on the telephone. 
Group II 
~other and Nancy are going to the store. 
_ Nancy put on many coate. 
She has 8 big box under her arm. 
_ They e.re going to buy a new coat for Nancy. 
-
-
Group I II 
SomE# more people will get on the bus when it stops. 
A t:e · people will ge t on th() bus. 
The bus will wait for the light to change. 
The big yellow bus is coming down our street. 
Group IV 
Susan is taking a walk in the garden. 
She is going to give the pretty flowers 'to mother. 
She would like some of the bright flowers . 
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suae.n skips back to the house to a sk the oman eanething . 
Objectivee~ 
To give more practice in 1'ollo ing d1rect1one. 
To develop the ability to arrange ideas in sequence. 
Second grade words ueed 
arm 
bright 
change 
coat 
early 
evening 
everybody 
few 
mor . 
people 
ekip 
something 
walk 
9 
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DONKEY BASKETBALL 
Have you heard about the new g5111e called donkey basketball? 
It is played like basketball. The players ride a live donkey 
hen t hey make a play. O:f course the people laugh and have a 
lot o:f t'un as they watch it. Often it is a great show from 
beginning to end. 
The donkeys on one side are in red and on the other aide 1n 
blue. Their shoes will not scratch the .floor. 
Each play must be made from the back of the donkey. Some-
times to get back on the donkey a player must try four or five 
times. Sometimes donkeys just will not move. When the ball 
is on the floor, any player may ge t off his donkey to get it. 
He must hold the rope of his donkey while getting the ball. 
The first one to get the ball may get to his donkey without 
being stopped by any other player. A player must be on his 
' 
6 
donkey to make a basket or paa.e to another player. A player 
may take the ball away from another player. He may even hit 
it out of his h nd. But both pla7ers must be off their 
donkeys. 
These donkeys go all around the country. They muet be 
three years old bef'ore they can play. Popeye. the trained 
donkey, puts on a show all alone before the gnme. 
any people like to take part in this clo n game . Th y 
have fun playing this different game. Those who e.tch it 
laugh till their aides hurt. 
~i,.,·~~!fr1 te the best ending tor each • entence on the line. 
1. Donkey basketball ie played. ____________________________ • 
like baseball like b . ake tba.ll 
2. Players rld on--------------------· 
a 11 ve donkey a line donk y 
3. From beginning to end it is-------------· 
a great sno a great show 
4. Each play must be made -----------------· 
in back of the donkey from the back of the donkey 
5. At times the donkeya -----------------· 
jump around w1ll not move 
6. . hen the player goea £or the b all, he must • 
hold the rope dra the rope 
7. When the player ants to make a basket, he muet 
stand befor · ~he donkey be on the donkey 
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• A donk y cun pl ay this gam 1hon 
-------------------------
he e n lr he 1... three yeavs old 
9. People 1· 1{e t his game bccuu.sa ---- ----------
it nkes th m laugh clowns do funny things 
10. The donkey • sho :s ill not --------------·---------------
se!•atch the f loor Peach t h f'loor 
' •. ·, , · --1· lT 
. \..1 .  · ~ .: ~~~--.. t \. .i 
,.-··!:--·· ~ 1r1 t a \"lOrd to rhyme . th eo.eb o.f the ot> .a belo'.'1. vir te 
0 ! 
t he \_ or " on t he line. 
1. ne'ii 2 . pla.y- 3. ride 4. make s. ohO! 
·1 evi 
6 .. baclr 7. flV · B., bal 9 . :t.opo 10 .. mu. t 
Objectives: 
o ive pr actice in recalling story d.eta1ls. 
To follo 1:reotions . 
·ro further the ability to rhyme ·tottds. 
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Second s~o.de 1ords usod: 
I • .. , 
alone diff.oront hand pass sometime 
around ·::donkey heard people stand 
baseball dra\7 hit play or till 
bnsket each hold reach ttt in 
basketball end line t-ope try 
because even lot scratch atch 
begin first move shoo while 
bOth five ot:f show rlthout 
clown floor often aide year 
course game part snow 
-?·Arthux- I. Gat es , !! l},eadin& Voeabular;!, for ~- Prima;rz 
Grades (Revised; l ew York: Bureau of Publications, Teaehol'S 
College, Columbia University , 1935) . 
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A HUNT FOR GAME 
It was early 1n the morning on the .first day of the deer 
hunt. JiDmlie s.nd his father were ver1 q.u1et as they left the 
house. It ·wae still dark.. 'l!here was some ne · snow on the ground. 
It was easy to see where the deer had been. It took a long time 
to alk to the far hill. There were apple trees on this hill. 
Be.fore snow time the apples fell to the ground. The deer liked 
to scratch under the snow for the apples. 
Suddenly a noise was heard from the other side of the hill . 
Some more men 11ere out to hunt de er. Just then Jimmie heard 
something running and coming close to them. Both Jimmie and his 
father stood still. Almost at once they saw a beautiful animal 
jump from the oods nearby . It was a big deer, and it ran !'aster 
and f aster. Jimmie looked and looked. He did not remember he 
was there to kill the deer. Suddenly there as a terrible noise 
be ide him. The deer fell down in the sno • Jimmie 's !'ather 
knew what he was to do . But all Jimmie could think about was 
how beautiful the 1ive deer had been. 
Read each question. Then read the an8 ~ere that are under it. 
Draw a line under the right answer. 
1. ~hen did Jimmie and his father leave home? 
in the evening · 
2. When do you hunt deer? 
early in the morning 
winter summ r rain 
3. Where did the deer find the apples '? 
late in the morning 
under the house on top of the sno under the snow 
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4. Why were Jimmie and hie father in the woods? 
to ki.ll a deer to look at a deer to feed a deer 
5. Why do people kill deer? 
something to eat something to run 
Number the words in e ach box to show their alphabetical order. 
harder sends wise 
- - -
hide shortest whole 
- - -
hunt 
_sly _ wag 
-
_hopped scrub 
_ lleeds 
-
held _song would 
- -
When the ending 1ng is put with words that end in 
silent ~' the silent e is left off. 
come coming 
hide 
smile 
take 
ride 
have 
Objectives: 
.rro provide practice in reading for details. 
To give practice in using the second letter of words in 
determining alphabetical se ·uence. 
To develop the ability to change word forms. 
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Second s rade words u see;: 
almost .feed knew aide 
animal fell left snow 
beside .first more eome t hing 
clo8e ground near etill 
dark heard noise stood 
early hill quie t suddenly 
ea sy hunt remember summer 
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ThELE OF CONT~NTS 
Here ie a table of contents in a story book . The t itles of 
the storie s a r e on the l e£t. The name of the au~1ors a nd the 
page numbers are on the right. 
TITLE PAGF~ 
A Br1d ze in t he l.ak1ng Mary Ford 55 
Fishing at -ear Pond Paul Hooker 1 
Goin,s My W y Jame Rand 84 
Henry's Hi din Pl ace Henry a y 93 
Last t o Leave Nancy Roper 41 
y First Sno Train 'r rip John Low 68 
Never Say No David Friend 33 
Peter and the erry-go-round Peter Pa e 101 
Stone the nak Ann Dunn 62 
The Lost Turtle Dick Sno 17 
A.t'ter e ach name of the story, put the number of the page on 
which you 111 find it. 
itle 
Neve r Say No 
Going y ay 
Stone the Snake 
Wbo rote the story? 
.y First Snow Tra i n Trip 
Henry's Hiding Pl ace 
~ s h \rn_j Cl.J\- 13e~\ ~1'\& 
~-tOY) e ~~ S'Yio. \·ve. 
Go\·'Y)~ 1 j w~ 
Title 
Last to Leave 
The Lost Turtle 
Fishing at Bear Pond 
Objective: 
To give practice in ua1ng a table or contents. 
To ve practice in following directions. 
Second s rade orde uee4. 
.first loat enow 
.f1ah1ng merry- go-round turtle 
h1<11ng never thing 
last set tr.a1n 
leave anake 
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1 
TOMMY ' S NE FRIEND 
Tommy and Dad 'ere on their way home from the woods in the 
truck. I t was very cold a a they ·were riding along from the 
wood lot. They had worked hard cutting ood all day . It would 
be good to get bnck to t heir warm house again. 
a hot dinner ready f or her hun ry men. 
other al ays had 
Juat at the turn in the road Tommy thought he s a. something 
a l king along at the side of the roud . 
"Look t Dad t Do you ae" eorJe thing walking along the road? " 
a sked Tommy. 
At that minute it was gone. 
t t o, I don't, Tommy," • aid Dad. 
Tommy was sure it must be some l ost animal it out a home. 
He did not sleep ell that night t hinking about the poor animal 
in the woods. It wa s such a cold ni ght too. 
The day after they went out in t he truck to the same place 
in the road . Thoy eaw three small dogs pulling eomethin . into 
the ood • 
They went back home for some bread. They left it just off 
the road her they had seen the dogs. Each day for a week they 
did t hi s . They put the bread in a box . 
Tommy said, "They seem to 1atch for us to bring the bread. 
A short time ai'ter we leave the bread, it is gone . " 
On Sunday they put a box trap out in the woods. When they 
went back later, there waa a dog in it. He was so wild they 
could not t ake him out. They had to carry ~ the do~n the box. 
"' 
Tommy was a happy 'boy no • He put the dog in a warm place 
and gave him eom8thing to eat. The dog began to bark as if to 
say "Thank you . " 
When 'l'ommy moves, the dog is right behind him. He will 
not let Ton~y move a ay from him . Oan you gueae why? 
Number the sentences 'below in the order in which they 
happened in the story . 
-
Tommy could not sleep that night. 
____ Dad and Tommy were riding home in. the truck. 
-
They left some bread near the road. 
-
Tommy saw something walking along the road. 
____ The dog stays with Tommy all the time . 
When he went back, there was a dog in it. 
--
They put a box txoap in the woods. 
Add the suffix !z to each of t-hese ords and then write 
the new word on the line. 
l . kind kindly 5. close 
2, proud 6. quiet 
3. friend 7. fair 
4 . year e. eott 
The word watch has eeveral meanings. _Put an X before the 
sentence which sho e ho 7 atch ia used in the story. 
1. Ie has a wa tch to tell the time. 
2. He will keep atch all night. 
3 . John will watch for the birds . 
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Objectives: 
To further the abilit y to recall the se~uence of details. 
To give practice 1n building words with suffixe s . 
To enrich word meanings . 
Second srade words used: 
along late riding turn 
always left righ t walk 
animal lost seem rm 
behind lot seen watch 
bring mean short week 
carry minute aide well 
eloee move small wild 
fair near something ithout 
friend off such ood 
gone poor sure 1 r 
guess proud thought 
hot pull trap 
kind quiet truck 
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AN ICE HOUSE 
• a ny years ago there was a boy whose name was Bob Weeks. 
He lived on a farm in t he country . In the winter, a1'ter severa l 
cold days, Bob and hie father went to the pond near the wood.s. 
Here, with a big hammer and pick, they cut a hole in the 1ee. 
Bob and his father cut ~ieoea of 1ee 1th a l ar "e ice s aw . 
• 'i th the help o.f a horse they would pull the large peectH! ot' ice 
out of the pond to the ice house. They had to cover each pe ee 
with etraw a s they i'illed the house with ice. 
In the summer time Bob put the pieces of ice in his mother's 
large ice box. The ice kept the cream and mille fresh. Sometimes 
he cut the ice into small pi ece s so that his mothex- could make 
ice cream !'or the family or for company. 
Put a line under the right phrases. 
Thing s we see in the c~untrY 
a pond near the woods 
people fishing in the gr a ss / ·-
a mailbox by the side o!' a road 
father cutting ice 
hammer and pick in the barn 
l ar ge stores 
an ice house 
covering ice 1th straw 
many streets 
a white house and a red bar n 
See if you can find the correct word to put at the end oi.' 
each sentence. Choose your ords from the ·ord List. 
1. Sister, brother, and uncle are 
--------------------------· 
2. Morning , noon, and evening are 
-------------------------· 
3. Ten, five, and t o are • 
-----------------------------------
4. Bear, rabbit, and monkey are 
----------------------------· 
5. Church, school, and station are ----------------
people 
cart 
school 
time 
buge 
animals 
numbers 
places 
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Vrite a word to rhyme with each of the wor -s below. 
the word on the line. 
·rite 
cost turn than third 
sleep soil pet scr-ub 
ObJectives: 
To improve the ability to classify words and phrases. 
•ro develop the ability to find main ideas. 
To give practice in selt.cting words that rhyme. 
Second grade words used 
ago cover hammer number scrub than 
animal cream hole people several third 
barn each ioe piece slide turn 
bugs evening kept pond small winter 
cart farm large pull soil year 
company fill near rabbit sometime yet 
cost five noon school summer 
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THE BATTLESHIP MISSOURI 
. , ·,','(' 
-..___./ '-.__....- <----(_.. ..__, 
"----"-----~-- ~ 
The Battleship iaaour1 1 called the "Big Mo," could not 
move. She was fast in the sand, and they could not get her to 
elide into the water. Eve17body tried to do what they could to 
help her, but abe did not even move a hair. They had man7 big 
boats and little boats wh1eh did their best to move her. But 
no, she ·just could not. 
There was one boy who was very much upset about her, too. 
He did not ju t sit there th1nk~ng, "I am only a young boy. o 
one will do what I aay." He did something. 
He sent a letter to the Captain of' the boat. He told hilll 
of a w·ay to move her and he believed it would work. Ria ena er 
was in one word-- . inga. 
Take two airplanes or more from one end of the boat to the 
other and pull 1t out. Good luck to you. 
The Captain s aid, "There ia a boy who w nts to help. This 
is the kind of boy who knows we all have to pull together." So 
he sat do n and sent this boy a letter. 
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It was a tine letter. H~ sa1dt "I am afraid. we cannot do 
wha t you aay, but I em still glad you sent your letter. Our 
Navy and our country 1s go1nt~ to need boys like you. I t ia too 
bad ·e coul d not pul l t he Missouri of£ t h sant with a irpl ane • 
You must remember t hat it is very l ar ge. 
"We are going to have ma.n:r di f'fer•ent t hiu ·s t o help , 11 
at t he same t i me . I know you ould lik t o know abou t t h i s , 
ao I will send along a picture. This pic t ure ' ;ill show how we 
will pull the boa t ot1.' t he aand. " 
Can't you jus t s ee t he p1~ud look on that boy' s £ace when 
he read this letter? 
Read the story caref ully . P1n1ah each £ent ence. 
1. The boat could not move because 
------------------~----------------------------------· 2. One boy tried to help by __________________________ ___ 
-------------------· 
3. He thought they could move 1t if----- -----
--------------------------------- --------------------· 
4. The Captain wasn 't too busy to - ------- - ---
------------------------------------------------------· 
5. The letter made the Captain happy because ------------
-----------~------------------------------------------· 
&. We cannot do what you say because --- -------
------------------------------------------------------· 
7. The boy mue t have been happy h n 
--------------------
--------------------· ·---------------------------------· 
··hat kind of a story is this '? Put an X in front of the 
ri ht nns .er. 
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---
{a ) fairy tule 
---
(b) tl'ue story __ ( o ) funny story 
In each rm of words 1 t he:re nre t -r~o :ords h1ch are oppos1 te 
in meaning . ~aw lines under t he t'o words . Look at the first 
one . 
1. f.!L_, .some , t hree, many 
2 . !'lower, sof't ,. ne , hard 
3 . lost, found, stone.~~ soil 
4. t~ne, summer, l nte, inter 
5. youn , bi "" , noise, old 
Ob.jectives : 
To check understanding of context and to pro ote ability 
t o mate inferences. 
To pr omote t he ability to discriminate between different 
types of' s tor.i s. 
To give pr actice in recognizing contrasted mean1n s. 
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Second grad used: 
arrai bu y f'OWld noioe sat S1..m1Jller 
-~~airplane di:ff rent dnd off send thou ht 
along end large on'ly hoiV' to ether 
ans er •ven lat picture slide tru · 
bad vcrybody lost proud soil ~ ings 
bee use face ·: luck pull othine; "'inte.r 
believe .fe1i more remember Still young 
bo t .flo er move sand stone 
.:1-Arthur I. Oates, _ no din , Vocabulary or ~ P i mary 
rn.des {Revised; Ne York: uree.u of Publications, eachcrs 
College, Columbia University. 1935 • 
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TUR'l'L ... S 
·-.~a.ny peopl keep a turtle i n their home. J.ey l ike to 
· ate it a.nd to t lr care of 1t .• 
-
turtl e can live for lo 
time if it hns th right things to eat and t he right ki nd of' a 
home . You lllUSt r er::ember tho.t turtle shoul not s t y i n 
' 
ter 
all t e time. It ill need t he sun, too. 
The best kind of a hom f or a turtle 1 box. F'ill th 
box ·lith san and place a bo :<ll o1' .ater a.t one · nd of' t he bo .• 
Be sure to put a bi g stone i n t ho bm 1 o the turtle can get 
out and un himself on t he sand . Don' t f'o:r et that the sideo 
of the ox t be high so the turtle co.p_not get out. I f he 
did, you would have no turtle . 
Al ys £eed your turtle the right t hings . If e i s a ~ater 
turtle , you must feed him under water, All turtles like f ish 
and 1 v s , but they shoul d also have a piece o.f meat. Ta.~:e out 
all they do not eat each time you feed then1 . If' you take good 
care of the , you \7111 be surprised to see ho lo 
live. 
t hey 111 
In the sentenc s belo:-1 there is lin . ram to sho 1 that 
a word is missing. rite the missin ~ord on the line. 
1 . Some peoplo keep a turtle in thoir 
------
2. A turtle needs the r1r;ht things to -----· 
3 . Turtles n. d too. 
• J makos a. ood home for a. turt l e. 
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5" Fa.k the ----- high so the turtle cannot G t out • 
.. Feod a wo.ter turtle 
-----
ater . 
7 .. 1hey l i k to eat _____ an 
• 1th good care t hey may ----- a l onfS tlmo • 
, ke the ords and meanin s fit. efore each ord ~1te 
t he number of its meaning. 
end 1 .. not soft 
-
niece 6 . not expected 
stay 2. keep in mind _____,surprise 7. to put into 
-
hieh 3. last part f'ill 8 . to be in want 
·- -
re:r::tem.ber 4 . up bovc others need 9 . should 
- -
hard 5 . to live must lo. a bit 
- -
'fhe suffix er added to these 
\Vords by adding 2!. to each vtord. 
ords means more. ...ake new 
-
dark._ ____________ _ cold._ ______________ _ yo_~~------------
bright_. __________ __ strong. ______________ _ soft ____________ _ 
fair_. ____________ _ wa~----------------- hard --------
ObJectives : 
'1.10 develop the a bility to recall stotty details . 
o g ive pr nctice in reco~.:;,nizing a 1ord by its defini tion . 
To give practice in building :rords wi t h sut'f'lxes. 
Second ~rade orde used: 
above reed miss aide 
also fill more stone 
always fish number etrone 
bit kind part sun 
bright last p..-,opl e sure 
care leave piece turtle 
dark line remember warm 
end mean right watch 
expect ftmeat sand word 
fair mind show write 
young 
*Arthur I . Gates, !! Reading Vocabulary !E.£ ~ Primary 
Grades (Revi ed; Ne York: Bureau of Publicat i ons , Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935}. 
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A BI RTHDAY SbtlPHI E l''OR J ACK 
"-Get up, JOU cannot sleep nll day. This is your birthday, n 
called , other. 
'Get up," said Pe.ther . ttzt • s time to Jump out or bed and 
have run. u 
"Get up, " said brother Sam. "Look, the eun is already up. t• 
"Oh, it is late and acme ot• my birthday has gon by , " said 
Jack. "I wanto.d every bit of tun that I could have on my birthday ." 
''Guess what 1 e in my hand •" said · ther. 
n A baseb 11 bat," said Jack. "Bow did you kno ' I ant d a 
ba seball bat?" 
"Here, Jack, tt said other. "Here are sane other things .for 
you. " 
"Oh 1 thank you,'' said Jack . "Let ue see ho they look on 
me." 
Then he put on h i blue and hite suit and the dark blu cap 
was put on the top of his head. While they looked Jack put some-
think bro n on his le t h and. 
"Look, .Sam," .said Jack. "I•ve everything a boy n eeds i'or th1a 
game, so I can begin to play baseball today. 11 
"No,' said Sam. "To play this game you n ed a ba seball . You 
do not have one , but here 1e fii'J pre ent. " 
Jack looked at SEUn's present nd said, " ·o I am re ey to 
play baseball . " 
Underline the best ending to each sentence. 
1. Today is Jack 's 
p icnic day birthday ryday scrub day 
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2. He m1 eed so e of h is birthday by 
working play! something eleeping 
3. JRck put on his 
baseball suit beet suit old suit play suit 
4. Sam'e present to Jack was a 
game baaebe·ll auit bat 
5. On hie birthday Jack was very 
proud painted plenty piece 
The :first four ords belong together in meaning because they 
are all about numbers. The last ·ord doe s not belong because 
money is not a number. So money ia crossed out. Re ad the ords 
in the row below. Find the one o.rd in each row that does not 
belon vrith the others in meaning and croes it out. 
ten one six three mJ(ey 
hs.nd arm bo 1 feet face 
pins pumpkin a.pple egg binger bread 
suit dress coat proud shoe 
road side wallc street neck bridge 
porch w1ndovJ door chimney svtay 
Put an X before the words in the list belo that be . in with st. 
surely ely enow 
ehorter stairs straw 
skip stone sway 
station strong apeak 
stood sleep shoe 
Objectives: 
To classify words that belong tog t her in meaning , 
To develop th ability to recognize blends. 
To develop the ability to recall story details, 
Second grade words used 
already . everything mis s side 
arm face neck six 
*bat game piece skip 
begin gone pins slide 
bit grunt proud sly 
cap hand pumpkin snow 
coat head roar some th i ng 
dark it's . roof speak 
drese I've ecrub stairs 
late shoe start e gg 
left shorter stone every 
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tood 
strong 
sun 
surely 
s ay 
ten 
thing · 
top 
·hat's 
while 
~Arthur I. Gatee, _ Reading Vocabulary for~ Primary 
Grades {Revised; New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University , 19:35). 
1. How happy Betty and Bob were when Grandfather asked 
them to his £arm in Ver.mont. They al ays liked to go to 
Grandfather's because there was plenty t o do there. They 
were glad he did not disappoint them. 
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2. "Sap 's running \" came the c all early one morning . This 
is the call you would expect to hear too. Oh, wllat .fun they 
would have nowt 
3. It was a beautiful day. Overhead there wa a bright 
sun. Many other boys and girls came to help Grandfather. They 
were dressed 1n warm coats, cape and snow suite . There is snow 
on the ground yet, and 1 t 11 very cold. You s ee , t hese children 
had no school for a week so they could help with the au aring . 
I t all seems more like play than work to them. 
4. Bob and the men start £or the woods . e watched the men 
tap the maple trees. When they t ap the tree , t hey make a hole 
in the bark into the wood. They hang buckets under the holes 
to catch the sap. They must have put out a hundred buckets on 
t hese maple trees. 
5. They made a fire outeide t he barn. Bob and his friends 
out the wood tor t he fire. It must be kept oing night and day. 
Someone must watch the rire all the time. No matter how much 
I 
sap gets on him, he doesn 't care aa long as he can atay with the 
men. 
e. Then Grandtather aaid, "Tonight we shall have a augar 
party." Everybody had a goof~ time when they came to a su gar 
party . The young people some times sing and dance. 
12() 
'7 "~ Grnndfn..thor put so:rno hot sugar on the s ow an it got 
hard p Ro cave · t to Bob. Ho put &or.~e in his :mout ·1. "O , hnt 
f no tasto, 1 .. re said. Everybody a te a.nd ate . Su.ch a t astE) 1 
8.. ":t'll al a:ys remember this party, tt sad Betty. "I t ill 
be hard to m.it for another year t o com· • " 
Dra1 a line under the best title ~or thi story. 
• f'arm in Vermont 
Cutting Jood 
1.1a.ple-Sugar Tilno 
Hope to Tap ' ees 
•. !aklng a Filla 
No-Sohool We k 
Viri te t he number or the paragraph on t he line in .front or 
the phras • In hioh para . ro.ph does it tell ~bout: 
_ an early onll 
--
people hav a good t:tme _ something good to eat 
·;ork at Grand~ ather • s 
-
keeping the fire going 
__ something he cannot forget 
hangine; out the buckets 
-
Rea. Gt.:.~.Ch 
at the right. 
ntenee and nw 
We see t hings .. ith our ears. 
The hot sun can turn ice to wator. 
Cats have wings. 
Pumpkins a.!"e . od to eat .. 
Apples grot. on maple trees. 
A , llnc is n oro than hundred. 
Wood comes from trees. 
line under t ho cor :reet word 
Yes ~ 0 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes 0 
Yes 0 
Ye No 
Yes l"o 
Ch 1 en ... Iu t ol op and eat. 
Clo s ur funny people. 
Bos s h vo pretty f e t h r s. 
Ob.1oct. ven: 
y 
Yes 
Yo 
To g ive pr actice in rcoogni z ng t he major idea. 
To improve the ability to r co~nizc minor details. 
To give practice in making judgments. 
cond 5r ade ords use~ : 
a.l nys disappoint .1undred se.p th s 
l o 
0 
lo 
ate ~ s 1c s.cho 1 t on1g 1t 
barn nl"· I ' l l see s turn 
bark early kept aide a 
b ca everybody maple sno 1 'I tch 
bright pect mo ·e something eek 
.;:-buckets fa mouth son tim ngs 
cap feathers people s t art ood 
c l own gr ound plenty suo y r 
coat head pretty ~~s ar y t 
dance hear pumpkin sun yo g 
d . c hol remember taste 
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THE WRIGHT BROTHERS 
Long ago men wanted to fly. They liked to watch the birds 
fly, and this thought came to them~ Why can't men make something 
to take the place of wings and go flying? Other people would 
laugh at them and say, "Man will never fly." 
There wer two men 1n America ho gave everybody a eurpriee. 
They made a flying "Kite" that worked. Their flying "K.1te 11 
looked something like a box 1!1t8. The wings were made of light 
wood. 
Even as boy a, the Wright brothers liked to see bo things 
worked. They made many things in their bicycle shop. Their 
.father wanted them to earn their own money. He wanted them to 
find out how thinge worked. They liked to make ne toy , too. 
On .])ecember 17, 1903, some men went up the hill at Kitty 
Hawk, North Carolina. It waa a cold day as the men s t ood around 
trying to keep warm. They watched what the two men did. Ine1de 
the "Kite" was an engine. One of the men got into the " "ite" and 
lay down on it. Then the engine was started. .It made ome 
noieea. Then it began to roll down hill. The other man ran 
along at the side of' the "Kl t.e." It le.ft the runntng man behind. 
"Lookt Lookt It's moving otf the ground. It is ot .f the 
ground now. It's .flying." The men looked at each other. It 
was hard to believe what they sa • 
Today many new and bigger airplanes fly above us. They can 
fly faster too. It ie hard to believe ai.rplanes or today have 
come from the Wright brothers' little flying "Kite. " They 
showed that man could fly. 
Complete the outline of the story "The right Brothers •' 
by writing phrases from the story under each heading below . 
I. i'lha t men wanted to do long ago. 
A. 
II . Two men give everybody a surprise . 
A .• 
B. 
III. Some things they did ne boys. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
IV. What they did at Kitty Ha k, North Carolina. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. ----------------------------------------
F. 
V. The great surprise the men had. 
A. 
B, 
VI. Our airplanes today. 
A. 
B. 
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Find two words contained in each of the big ords in the 
lis t below. Write them in the spaces below. 
wastebasket bi~thday 
-----
policeman tonight 
mailbox upstairs 
blackboard without 
Put the prefix before each of the words and then write the 
new word on the line. 
in re under 
-
to mind at and 
take cap ground 
side late pass 
Objectives: 
To give practice in outlining , including skimming for details. 
To develop recognition of words in compound words. 
To give practice in recognition of prefixes. 
Second grade words uae4t 
above blackboard late off something warm 
ago cap lay own stand wastebasket 
*airplane earn left pass start watch 
along engine light people stood wing a 
around even mind policeman thought without 
behind everybody move roll tonight wood 
believe ground never show tr7 
bicycle hill noise aide upstairs 
-~tArthur I. Gates, A ReadiAa Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grades (Revised; New York~ Eiii.reuu of Pubiioations, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
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RUSTY, A F ARlt · DOG 
On our farm we are happy to h ave a good .t' riend to watch over 
ua and our animals. Hie name is Rusty. Can you guess what he 
is? Of course you can. He is our dog . 
Our neighbors love Rusty, too. They feed him when he is 
hungry, and play w1 th him, too.. They make him bark and ask for 
his dinner. Rusty looks .funny sitting with his paws up waiting 
for his bowl. 
When a friend is coming into the 7ard, he will ag his t a il. 
If he does not know who 1 t is, he \'till bark. Sometimes he ·111 
bark at the ducks just to see them run. My, how their feathers 
fly1 
Last eek we heard Rusty barking near the barn. Thi.s time 
he was not playing w1 th the ducks. He was bark! harder and 
longer. He was running and jumping as if to say, "Something 
terrible is going ont" 
We all went down to the 'barn, and we were just in time to 
see a fox running over the field into the woods. Our goo d watch 
dog had helped his friends. He knew we were saying "Thanlr you'' 
because he wag "ed hi.s tail and gave a friendly bark, 
Finding the Right Answer 
can you rind the right answer? If you can, put a line under it. 
1. When Rue ty liked someone, he would show it by 
running away wagging his t all barking at you 
2. Rusty had fun barking at the 
pigs goats ducks 
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3. nusty l ike d t o a ~ for his 
uinner r a.kfo.at lunch 
4. Rusty sho•·md ho "IllS n good VIatoh dog by barking at the 
'; olf 11o fox. 
5 . To get th ducks, th .fox ·ro .. , coming close to the 
f eld barn 
6. Rusty showed that he ao a good 
''ia.tch tlog animal friend 
fhen one consonant stands betve n o vo rel :ln a :;ors• , the 
consonant u.su lly goes \lth the following yllabla, as a.j bove. 
Shor h o· thla rul helps you to pronouncE:: the f'ollov. 1ng :rorda 
by dra ~nc a 11 e between tho sy· lablos. 
lu•ound 
oven 
upon 
te l.ephotle 
'l:tnte:r 
flo·er 
taking 
nlong 
Hel'e are s o! ro a of . ords . Defore each ro·r is a · or d or· 
phrase •1hi·ah gives the meaning or a ... ord in that row. Read the 
meaning , .find tho 1ord in the :root~ o.nd und.erl_ne it. 
l. in back of bet eon l1ehind beside 
2. night evening eve'ry expect 
;;. may be piea-o pe:rhapa pen 
4 . at rt bicycle because b in 
5~ 1lrs. orn wings \11f :'leeds 
lJ.lo de e lop ·i;ho abllity to read f o~ etails. 
To r; e pr! ct ce in applyin , l"U e • 
o •. evelop tl e a bility to discriminate bet a n word i 'Ol:"'JlS 
oi.' sirnil" r con:figuratlon . 
p econd 'V o,x•ds used· 
ani :mal evening heard start 
bark every kne\V ·;·tail 
barn expect last t errible 
b cause .farm love !ag; 
begin feathera near ~.ngged 
behind f:leld pen watch 
beside f'rJ..end perhaps wee s 
etweon friendly pie eo 11eek 
bicycle guess show ~·ife 
close harder son1ething 1ngs 
OO'Ul"Se 
{<-Arth w I • Gnt 11 fi R_o~ iLG Vpco.1::n:tlnr:[ £2!:. t he Pr.1r...q:;:u, 
Grades \Revised; Now York: J uronu of Publico.tionc, ~.reachers 
Colle ..,.o , Columbia. Unlve:r.aitcT, 1935}. 
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bb-:E KEEPING 
no·· Ymu l ou like t o go to nc ool and ern money 'o p~rt o 
you!> school ork . There re so . e ch .J.ldron ·t~ 0 do just t hi s 
1.ihese ch ldran in a school 1n ;ngl n ( eo. "e f or be $ an s ,c ll 
the h oney s part 0 their school \7ork .. Each on$ earns ' .Jout 
'i-100 yc..:.r ao;; his part f'~om t he ou y. 
In the school roo the g i!'"lS l earn e.bout t bee and hoJ 
it 21 akes t he honey . They .lso et l t ready t o sell. 
The boys 1!1!ll-t e the bee-h1v s 1 t he -mod ·1orldng cla.as. A.fter 
chool they go out to look over t ho bees. T. ey cover tLe1r head 
e....'l:'ld t heir hands . ~hey are a.fra1 of' being 1-u.rt by one of: their 
busy bees. They lim.nt to .find loi:;. o.f honey because hon y me ns 
rnoney to t hese boys and girls. 
·ach one must sell hi s prtrt when he is ready to leave the 
school.. lsn •t t his a fine 'Way to 1 .arn and earn at the >.:~a'tlo 
t ime? 
Choose the wo.rd that me ns the opposite. The story above 
d ll ... olp you .. 
un er._ ________________ _ come _ _ _____ _ :tholG 
------
sell~------------~--- diff erent ____ _ out 
--------those. __________________ _ yes __________________ _ pl ay __________ __ 
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·Nrite t: e numb·!' of the cort•cct ending on the 1 .no a.fter 
the bez n'·ling p rt of' t he sentence. 
Some ch11 ,..en in In:]; an · 
---· 
1. ho"J t ... e b e ,.~ .lees hone~ ~ 
These children -· __ __ 
Tho 3irls learn 
The boys 
The boy r.r1t st • 
Th y do not ~o.nt 
The boys and · 'I rls :rant 
Each one can earn 
---
---
2 . cover th~ir heads . 
3 • •. mke the bee-h:lves . 
4 •. cure .for be s i n school. 
o. to get hurt y their ees • 
c. sell th, oney. 
7 . to co.t t h honey. 
G. buy the e s. 
9- <to mnke . on .. y . 
10. about iJ l OO e. ye r . 
Draw 
vo :rel 
cat 
line under t_1; words t hnt havo t1e lon{! oound of t he 
n~ ke 
larA. 
maple 
bag 
s my 
a 
change 
last 
c ... ~e stairs 
m ..... ttc:t" pass 
stay rabbit 
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Objectives: 
1'o develop the ability to read accurately story details. 
To give practice 1n f1n6.1ng· the opposite meanings of' words. 
To improve the ability to recognize long vowels in words. 
Second grade words used: 
atraid hand maple sway 
bag head matter these 
because *hive part those 
•bee *honey pass wag 
busy isn't rabbit whole 
care land room year 
change laat school 
cover learn sell. 
dif.ferent leave shall 
earn lot stairs 
oArthur I. f&atea, !. Reading Voca'bulaH ill 2 Primary 
Grades (Revised; Ne York: Bureau ot Publcations, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
Below .t1nd some "Twisted Telegrams." Reac eaoh one 
carefully and arrange the words eo that thfJ7 make a message. 
Then write the sentences in the blank epacea below. 
1. train 7:20 the meet tonight. 
2. th1e end to can aee you me come week? 
3. ,-ou a w1eh1n.g Easter he~py. 
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Object! vee: 
To develop the ab111 ty to arrange word• in eeq,uence. 
Second ~ade words ueed: 
Easter 
end 
meet 
tonight 
train 
JOHNNY'S RIDE 
One war.m, summer day Uncle Jim told Johnny that he had a 
big surprise for him. Johnny could not wait to hear the news. 
What could it be? , 
"\ 
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At two, Johnny_ saw a truck draw up to the door. Uncle J~ 
called out, "Come, Johnny, we have a big day on hand. Are you 
ready? n 
"Where to?" asked Johnny. 
"Well," said Uncle Jim, "to the train we got In the back 
of this truck are three animal friends for you, a lion, a bear, 
and a monkey." 
ttoh, boyt" said Johnny, usome surpriset Wait till I tell 
the boys at echool tomorrow." 
"Hear them roart But I am not afraid, are you, Uncle Jim?" 
"No, Johnny, not a bit, but I ant to hurry and get them in 
that animal car on the train." 
Just then, the truck came to a sudden stop for a red light 
at a corner. The door at the back went flying open, and a big, 
brown bear !'ell out. Uncle J lm and Johnny went to the back of the 
truck just ae the bear was starting to Jtun away. Johnny thought 
quickly. He got a rope and put it over the bear's head and held 
him fast. They both put the bear back i.n the truck and made sure 
that the door would hold. 
The rest of the ride was quiet, and at laet they came to the 
station. What a ride for Johnnyt 
Answer thea~ questions by making a picture. Give each 
picture a good name. 
1. At two that day, how did Uncle Jim eurpriee Johnny? 
2. V.here r th y taking the three animal e'l 
3. \ ~at ade them come to a EUdden atop? 
4. How did Johnny catch the bear? 
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1. ______________________ _ 2. ____________________ ___ 
~·----------------------- ··----------------------
Objectives: 
To develop the ability to read for the main idea. 
To develop the b.111ty ror creative thinking. 
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Second srade words ueed: 
afraid draw held rest sudden tomorrow 
animal fell hold roax- aummer tra.in 
bit f'r1end laat rope ur., truck 
both hand light achool thought warm 
corner hear quiet start tomorrow well 
. o a :.. I'? \''r ite ny ~r: in the b l · nk at tlL e.nc o t~.ch c;.~erc $ • 
I help p opl ev rywhere. 
Some p opl e s ny I 
:fr i nd . 
t heir best 
Yo o .t1o · n '""n nll-wh::. te dre.o , 
en. p and pin . 
Chil en l oor t o n • . or help too . 
I sit b s ide t h ned 
t hem th ir br e ltf'a t • 
~d f e e d 
I em ---------------------------- ~ 
I an i n lmos t ever y h ous • 
~n n they h a.r 
a.ns er :l t. 
r i11g _, t hey 
... lost p opl o e.y , "Hello .. " 
You c n t o. k 
at1ay. 
t 1 so 1 on far 
m .. e ell a.ch other t he news* 
n I st~nd i n the corner a l one 
Som ·times they nove o out of ho 
cor ner .. 
People put old pap r s :~.n me .. 
V; hat they put i n e is ealle 
waste .. 
Waste 1 som t hi ng ol d t hoy do not 
Qnt to ke P• 
I m --------------------~~--··-----·-·· 
V/r1 te 1 over t he ~vord 
th t rtyneo ·;it. JEt· 
VJ:r: .. ... t e 2 ov r 
t hat rhymes 
Hrite 3 ovot- t e 
that r hymes ··it 
\"lx-1 te 1 over t o vmrd 
t hat rhymes vith dear. 
-
~·iri tie 2 over th · wor 
t hat rhymes with · alk. 
-
~lr1 t o 3 over t he ord 
t hat rhyr.:.o ith rench. 
\ ri t over t· e wor d 
t hat rhymes rith tolephon,e. 
Wvlte 2 over t he ~ord 
t at . r h ym o cr.:. th hQld. 
Write ov r the mrd 
that rhyme \rl.th taste. 
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Th words ail l 1 e l p you . 
ch:linnoy urs itc n tela on bed wastebasket 
Ob jectives: 
To deVelop the ability to solve problems. 
':Po ive pr-a t~ce ... n following directions. 
r_r 1.~ .prove the a bil i t y to);' eoognize l'hym:tng \'fOrds • 
Second g rade , 
almost friend paper te.lk 
alone beer pay taste 
answer hold people telephone 
beside kitchen pin walk 
cap most rench waste 
corner move rest •·,astebasket 
dress nevs something weed 
every nurse so et·lme 
f' ·ed ofte ~ stand 
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tiO'l'HER ANI ALS 
All mother animals do not care for their young in the eame 
wa,. . Some mother animals stay i th their babies for so.me time 
ao they can learn many new things. Others do not even care for 
their babies a short time . 
The mother turtle is one animal who doel!! not take care of 
the baby turtles. In the e~~er she lays her eggs down in the 
warm sand and they are hatched by the sun. You see the baby 
turtles can get along very well even when they- are babies. Baby 
turtles can walk right away and they can find things to eat. 
Now you know why it does not need its mother's care. 
BUt all animals are not the same. Some babies are carried 
about by their mother in a little bag. The bag is on the under 
side of the animal. In about six weeks they are old enough to 
leave the mother's bag and bunt .for something to eat. Mother 
takes her babies to the woods to show them how to catch bugs. 
You should see how fast they eat the bugs. This is where the 
baby animals go to school. 
Read the etory carefully . Under each heading below write 
the correct sentence. 
She doee not take care of' her bab1ee. 
The babies are kept in a little bag . 
The eggs are put 1n the warm sand.. 
Theee babies can walk right away. 
She shows them how to catch bugs . 
They go t o 
They kno ho 
ehool in t he woods~ 
to f i nd thing ... to eat. 
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Jhen t hey a r e six weeks old, they leave the mothe r ' s bag • 
• OTHER TURTLE OTHER ANI ALS 
Fill in the words missing from t he sentences below. Use 
these orde. 
pen right top 
I will write a letter with my --------· 
answer. This is the --- --- - - -
See how f a e t my ----------- ------- goes. 
The ear should turn to the 
------------------· 
The chimney is on of the house. 
---- ----
A pig lives in a 
-----------------· 
Make ne · ords that mean more than one. Cross out the z and 
add ~ to e ach word below. 
baby babies 
story --------------------
city --------------------
The f'1ret one is done t'or you. 
country 
party 
----------------------
f amily --------------------
ObJectives: 
To give practice in organizing ideas. 
To give practice in word enrichment. 
To g ive practice in recognizing word variant s . 
Second grad.e words used: 
along goes school these 
animal hatch short thing 
answer kept ahould turn 
babies lay show turtl 
b g learn aide walk 
bugs leave aix warm 
eare pen something week 
carry right summer ell 
egg sand sun wri te 
even youn 
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GOING FISHING 
one day when Billy was coming home from school, he said 
to hie friend Jack, uno you like to fish?" 
Jack said, "Oh, yee, Billy. I love to." 
Then Billy eaid, "I am going !'iahing tomorrow because there 
is no school." 
"Good," eaid Jack . "I'll go too." 
That night he told hie Daddy and Mother about it. 
Hie mother aeked, "Would you like to t ake a lunch?" 
"Yes, please, other," Jack eaid. 
In th.e morning Billy and Jack left with their lunch and 
fieh lines. 
They went out to the country and came to the woods. The 
birda were a1ng1ng and Jack said, "I en' t this runt 1' 
Billy aat down on the grass by the ater to f'iah. Jack lay 
down beside htm to r&st. 
A.fter a while Billy caught one fish, then another. Jack 
eat up and began to fish too. He aoon got a bite and was very 
happy. 
Vihen they got hungry at noon they ate the lunch Jack had 
with him. 
At last it began to get dal.•lt and Billy said, "Let ua go 
home now, Jack." 
The boys took their fish and went home by the 1a.y of the 
wood8. 
"Let us hurry,'' said Jack , and they ran all the way back home. 
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They were very proud to give the fish to Billy's mother. 
She eaid, "I am so glad you boys caught some .fish. We will eat 
them tomorrow." 
Find the answers to the ~ue tiona in the story. 
answer on the line below the question. 
1. Vlhat did Billy ask Jack? 
2. What did other ask Billyt 
· :5. ~ hat did Jaok eay to Billy? 
4. What d1d Billy's mother say to the boys? 
'rite the 
Find a word in the first list and a word in the second list 
that together will make a new word. ~· rite the new word on the 
line. The first one is done f or you. 
to thing tonight 
house night 
near one 
every right 
some by 
all work 
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ake the words and meanings fit. 
Before e ch ord write the number and its meaning. 
several 1. to move back and forth 
float 2. something that grows 
.,..ay 3. like a car or bue 
plant 4. more than one 
truck 6. on top or the water 
Objectives: 
To strengthen the power o.f recall. 
To develop the ab111 ty to use def1n1 tiona to !den tify ne . · words. 
To develop recognition of compound words. 
Second grade words used 
ate ! 111 near sway 
because isn't proud than 
beside last rest thing 
dark lay right tomorro· 
every left sat took 
float line l!chool top 
forth love several truck 
friend more something while 
Valentine 
Thanksgiving 
Eas.ter 
Chriatmae 
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The Wheat children .are going to have a party. They 
asked all the boys and girls 1n their grade to come to it. 
on the letter wae a picture of a brown rabbit and several 
pretty .Easter e ggs. Draw a line trom the rabbit to the 
word that will tell the day on which the Wheat children 
were to have their party. 
Some things are good to eat and some things are 
to drink. Here are a pumpkin, apple , e.gg • and :milk, 
e gg , pumpkin and apple are good to eat, .and the milk 
good to drink. Draw a line under each thing that is 
good to eat. 
Michael would like to know how many words he got 
right on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. 
The .first day he got three right, the second day six, on 
the third day .five, on Thursday !'our, and on Friday ten 
words right. Put the number by the day on which he did 
best so ichael will know how well he has done. 
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Objectives: 
To ~ive practice 1n followi ng directions. 
Second grade words used: 
dono it-grade right ten 
draw line second thing 
egg number several \!ell 
first ~umpkin six 'fiOrd 
f'ive rabbit something 
o Arthur I. Ga tea, ! Rea.di%!6 Vocabula~ for the Primary 
Grades (Revised; New York: BUreau of Publcat!ons, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
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~· )
Lu ~Z'Zl 
1. Leo, a happy young boy about ten years old, was on his 
way to school one day when a t e rrible thing suddenly took place. 
First, he heard a terrible earerun, ''Hel p t Helpt elpt" Then 
a l arge yellow animal ran into the street. Leo looked and then 
be looked some more. Oould it be a lion? He looked again. It 
was hard to believe. Now he as sure, it was a lion! It was 
there, a.nd , what• ... mot-e, the lion was coming hi ws.y . 
2. He looked for someone to help him . mere w ae the 
policeman who ~as al~ays t the corner. He wasn 't there. W.hat 
could he do? He seemed to juet etiok in hi ple.ce. e could 
not run. He coUld not even scream, he · •as so af raid. '!'he wild 
animal looked so hungrJ. Faater and faster he seemed to come. 
How hungry he did lookt How the lion did roar! Leo could not 
even whisper, he just stood still. Then with the lion almost 
on him, he suddenly had a amart thought. What about his lunch? 
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The lion did look hungrJ. Leo 'tU1ckly put out h1a lunch tor the 
lion. The lion etood still .tor a minute, then he besan to eat 
the lunch . Leo hopped out ot h i a ay ae t . s t na h could go • 
3. 11 · t once the corner policeman cam runnin ~ r1 t h a 
rope. Vihile the lion wae busy w1 th Leo's lunch t he policeman 
put the rope round and round the lion ao that the lion could 
move no more. The policeman thanked Leo tor atopp1ns the wild 
animal. He said he could. never have c ught the 11on w1 t h out 
Leo's help. 
Draw a lin• under t he best nam .. for t hia etor,-. 
Leo and Hia Pet 'The Hune.rJ Animal 
Leo Helps to Oatch a Lton The Smiling Policeman 
put the. number of ·the paragraph on the line b f ore the 
phrase that beat t ella about the paragraph .. 
___ :reeding the lion 
a wild -animal in the street 
----
eatch i nz the l.ion 
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Read each group of word~. Then decide whether the main 
idea of the group is to tell ;here , When, or ~ some thing 
happened. 
__ ... 
Vlri te !. before the words that tell Wher • 
· rite 2 before the words that tell 'When. 
Write ~ before the words tl1at tell ~by. 
so that the errand is done 
_____ away from the lion 
___ early 1n the morning 
---
so t hat the policeman would oo.me 
rar from the corner 
---
in a pet shop 
around the corner 
---
near the big yellow animal 
---
to rope the lost lion 
---
because of the crumbs on the g round 
to carry the rope to the man 
___ before your breakfast 
---
near the telephone 
to help Leo 
----- in back or my hiding place 
Object! vee: 
To give practice in matching top1o sentence and paragraphs·. 
To develop the ability to draw inferences. 
To develop the ability to aeleet major ideal!!. 
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Second srade words ueed: 
afraid early move sure 
almost errand policeman telephone 
alW&J'B even roar ten 
animal fir at rope terrible 
around ground round thing 
because heard achool. thou ht 
believe hiding scream took 
busy hopped amart asn't 
carry large ami ling what's 
corner lost still while 
c rumbs minute stood whisper 
done more suddenly Wild 
without 
year 
young 
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One bright summer day Frank walked along a path in the 
forest, f'ar, far !'rom his uncle's house . 
down and saw a funny stone in the path. 
Suddenly he looked 
It wasn•t the kind of' 
field stone one would expect to see along a path. Just for fun 
he picked it up. Under it, to his great surprise, he sa a 
funny looking hole in the ground . Then he began to scratch 
around with both hands . No hie surprise was even more great. 
He thought he sa v eome ·~hing yellow and very queer. If only he 
had his uncle's big shovel, he could open up the hole more 
quickly . Then he remembered, --perhaps he could make a stick do 
the work of' a shovel. He made the hole bigger and b1sger. Then 
he could see into 1 t. "Nickels and dimes!" he thought. How 
could they be yello . ? It was money, he as sure, but what queer 
moneyt He had never seen such queer looking money before. 
When his uncle came back with him they began to pick up 
the queer looking money; all that they could .find in the small 
hole. "~~hat kind of money could 1 t be?" asked Frank. Uncle was 
eo wise he would kno • It ae old, old money from many 7ears 
ago that I!Omeone had wanted to hide. For what reason they perhaps 
would never know . Wha·i;; a surprise to find money left from lont'; 
ago . 
Read the questions below. Draw a line under each Question 
that il! anewered in the atocy. 
When did Frank v1s1t hil! grandfather? 
hat did Frank find 1n the ground? 
hy was the money called ~ueer? 
Vlhere was J immie walktng? 
How old was the money? 
What did Frank do with the etick? 
Why did Frank ask his uncle about the money? 
"here did Frank get the big piece of wood? 
rite the best nSllle forthia story on the oo.rrect line • 
1. 
2. 
A Surprise Hou.se 
The ·:u.eer oney 
How many vowels do you 
How many vowel sounds 
stone hello 
l. 1. 
2 .. 2. 
begin 
1 . 
2 . 
Objectives: 
aee 
My Wise Brother 
The .Queer Stone 
in the word? 
do you hear in the word? 
ago uncle 
l. 1. 
2. 2. 
quee~ such 
l. 1. 
e. 2 . 
To give practice in auditory and visual d1acr1m1nat1on. 
To develop associative thinking . 
To associate details with queations. 
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Second !rade ords used 
a go found only something 
along for st path atone 
around ground perhaps au eli 
begin hand piece suddenly 
both hide ~ueer summer 
bright hole quickly sure 
dime kind reason thought 
even lert remember wasn't 
! . 
expect never seen wise 
.field nickel amall wood 
yea r 
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DANIEL BOONE 
Daniel Boone lived in the early days of our country. He 
could hunt almost fro~ the ttme he was old enough to go into 
the woods alone. Hie mother wanted him to learn ho to read 
and write, so he did, just to please her. It was in the woods 
that he learned a'bout the things that helped him to hunt. 
Whenever he could, he took his dog and went into the 
woods. Be often killed some small a.nimsJ. !'or the family dinner. 
Here he learned all about the ways of the anime.ls and the 
great out-of-doors which he loved. 
Later, when he heard about the beautif ul land of Kentucky, 
he made up his mind to go there. They said there was plenty of 
game in the forest. The soil ould make thinge grow well. _ In 
those days everybody looked for game in the f ore s t and good 
soil to grow things . 
He moved his family to Kentucky, where he found plenty of 
wild animals. But there ;ere Indians in Kentucky too. Several 
times Daniel wa.s caught by the Indians. He could always out-
smart them and find his way back to his :family. 
Strong men like Daniel Boone opened the ay .for other men. 
It was easy for t hose who camo later. 
Number the following sentences to show the order in which 
they happened in the etory. 
---
Be found hi! way back to hie family. 
---
Be op ned the :r y !'or "th~l's • 
---
Dani el Boone lived a long t~e ago. 
---
He found out about the bea.uti.ful land of Kentucky . 
----- H liked to take hie dog into the woods. 
Make the words and meanings fit. Before each word write 
the number of its meaning. 
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game l. many eaey 4. to take hold of 
plenty 2. many tree a caught 6. land 
woods 3. a hunted soil 6. not hard 
animal 
Syllables which are put before other or d::-1 to change their 
forms and meanings are called prefixes . The prefix un means not. 
- -
Put the prefix ,E! bef"ore eacl: ol' t he .following v1o;rde and write 
the new ord in t he blank in the sentence. 
___ kind 
afraid 
like 
---
Objectives: 
Mary as ---------------- t o her dog~ 
H as --------- of the lion. 
Tom is ------------------ his brother. 
To give practice in arranging story ideas in sequence. 
To develop the ability to uae def'in1 tiona to identi.fy 
new words. 
To develop the recognition of the pre.fix ~ and its meaning. 
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Second srade words used: 
afraid everybody learn soil 
almost forest love etro116 
alone found mean those 
always game mind took 
animal heard move Htll 
change hold often wild 
early kind plenty ord 
easy land several 
ever late em art 
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THE PILOT 
J ohn looked up--I don' t understand . e should pass over 
at thi s minute . He 'B.S just about to go into the house and 
telephone t he field. This time he caught sight of t o lights 
that went off and on. Everything was all right no • It a n't 
every boy who had a father who was a pilot. John al ays liked 
to a.tch his dad fly over the field and land his airplane on the 
ground. Some day, he thought, I'll be a pilot like Dad. 
'here are t wo things that help the pilots when they fly 
a t night . One is the radio and the other is the lights on the 
ground. The lights show him the ay eo he can land hie airplane 
on the ground. The 11ghte ma){e the .field almost as bri. ht as 
day . 
When it is rainin and he cannot see where he is going, 
th r adio helps him. Then he can tal k with people on the 
ground who can tell him how to fly. They will help him to land 
his airplane. He wants to malce a good landing . All pilots 
ant to make a thr ee-point landing . To make a three- point 
landing they must try and try many times. Did you kno that an 
airplane has to land and take off against the wind? 
Pilots go to school and learn many things bei'ore t hey are 
ready to .fly. John will go to school too and learn all the 
thinge ho should. Some de.y he w·ants to fly to many far-avte.y 
lands. 
These sentences are in t wo parts. Find the parts that go 
together . Number the second part the same s the first pa rt. 
l . . John'8 father was 
2 • . He liked to watch 
3 . He wants to b~ 
_his father 's a1rple.ne land. 
a bright as day . 
-
___ the radio helps him. 
4. The lights make the field _a pilot when he gro e up. 
5 . r.nen 1 t rains 
6. Pilots try to me~e 
_before they are ready to fly. 
a pilot. 
-
7. They must go to school a three-point landing. 
___ over the field. 
In each ro find all the words that rhyme 1 th the f irst 
word. Underline each ot: these rhynting words. 
l. blo; new snow show blue 
2 . ride round hide aid three 
3. more cover store make bark 
4. chair cost hair pair fair 
B. town clown bro n green bark 
e. call kill ~~mall could fall 
7 . cream clean sore em meet help 
a. find begi n kind mind wind 
Dr a a picture of an a!rf'ield. 
.ake a plane about to land. 
Make a plane flying. 
Make a plan in a take-off . 
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Object! ves: 
To give practice in organizing ideas. 
To 1mprov the ability to recognize rhyming words. 
To develop associative thinking throu~ crea t ive activity. 
Second grade 
•airplane 
almost 
always 
begin 
bri ·ht 
clean 
clown 
coet 
cover 
cream 
every 
everything 
ords used : 
fair 
!'all 
1~1eld 
ground 
hide 
I'll 
kind 
land 
learn 
light 
meet 
mind 
minute aide 
more amall 
off' snol.r 
pase stand 
pilot talk 
point telephone 
*radio thought 
right tcy 
round wasn't 
school watch 
sere am wind 
show 
*Arthur I . Gates, ! Rea.ding Vocabularl !E£.. !!!!, Primarl 
Grades (Revised; He York: Bureau of Publications, Tee.ehers 
College, Columbia University, 1935). 
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BASEBALL 
0-_:~~:: 4 ';:;-> 
The orld Series begins in October. At this time of year 
many Americans like to forget about everything but baseball. 
M ny people sit at the radio to hear the game from beginning to 
end. Others can watch it on televisi.on . 
The r1rat World Ser1 s was bet een Pittsburgh and Boston. 
There have been many changes 1n the game. 'today we expeet to 
see home runs, but long ago there were very fe • The reason was 
the b.alls were not made well. ot even the beet player could hit 
a ball very t•ar. 
Baseball can mean different things to different people. To 
most people it is n fine game. To other people it is a way to 
earn money. A good player can earn a lot of money. 
There are two big baseball leagues in the country--the 
runerican League and the lation 1 League. The team that wins in 
the Ameriean League will play the team that wins in the National 
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League. One team must win tour games. 
Baseball players start to train early every year. Each 
team haa a training place. Most of the training pl ces a r e in 
the warm parts of' Florida, Cal.i.fornia and Arizona. The players 
work very hard while they are training. They play baaeball all 
t he time. When 'l'ed illiama has time off, he goes tiehing. It 
ie not eo.sy to be a 'baseball player. But they love the t!,am.e ae 
much ae the American people love them. 
These sentences tell the main ideas in this story. lfrite 
the number of the paragraph on the line in front of the sentence. 
In which paragraph does it tell that: 
----· Changes have taken place in the game ot baseball. 
----
Baseball players work hard all year. 
any people do not want to miaa the orld series. 
---- OUr country has two big baseball leagues. 
--------some people earn their money .from thia game. 
A. aya to learn about the VJorld Serie • 
1. 
2 . 
B. Changes in t h e grume. 
l. 
2. 
c. V~at the game means to people. 
1. 
2. 
D. Big leagues in the country. 
l. 
2. 
E. Training places. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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Look at the following words. The oppoaite or .black ia wh1 te. 
Write the words that are opposite 1n meaning. The story will 
help JOU. 
city easy -------
end 
remember 
cold 
-------
stand 
------ -------
Objectives: 
To match the main idea ~itll the correct paragraph. 
To draw conclusions. 
To give pr4iJ.Ctice in filling in e.n outline. 
To recognize opposite meanings of words. 
Second s rade words used: 
ago everything learn *radio 
baseball expect lot remember 
begin few love stand 
change .first mean start 
different fishing mise team 
-
early- game most televiaion 
earn goes much train 
easy hear oft wann 
end late p art watch 
every leamte people while 
player year 
<~~"Arthur I. Gates; A Reading Vooabula~ tor the Prima!'Z 
Grades (Revised; New York: Bureau of Publ ~a tiona, Teachers 
College t Columbia University, l93S). 
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LONG AGO PICTURES 
Ken was home from school with a cold . He was not el l enough 
to play out or doors, out he did not have to s tay in bed. 
The day was long with nothing t o do. Ken heard the news on 
the r a dio, but wanted to do somethi ng different. 
He took a book from the table and began to re ad a story. It 
was about some men :;h o took a trip in a wagon with a. cover to 
another part of our country, a long, long time ago. Ken liked 
the story and kept on re ading . When he put the book do 1n on the 
table he asked Mother i£ she ould like to have him tell her the 
story. He told the s tory about t he trip so ·ell that other kept 
thinking that Ken could have been one of the men ·ho took the trip. 
hen he stopped his mother looked a t him and said, "Ken , one 
of the men ho ent on that trip l ong , long time ago lived in 
t his c1 ty "When he was a boy. Your grea.t-grand.fe the r knew him. 
They played and worked toge ther and they l 'ere nl ays friends . 
I remember y our grandfather t elling me how his friend alv;a.y s 
said that he a s going to see all of this beautiful country when 
he wa s big . I think I have a picture of h im. !fe 111 look at 
t he old pictures t his evening and see if we can f ind it." 
Ke11 did no t like to wait, bu t dinner as over soon and 
ever y t h i n g put away. Mother and Ken sat do .n on the f loor ith 
the old picture book. At lat~~t tJhe found the picture that they had 
been looking ror. As Ken looked at 1t he sa t o boys etand1ng 
nea r a funny look!nb wa.gont jus t like the gon 1n the story. 
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Number in order the sentences below that tell what happened 
in the story. 
_ They looked for the picture in the old picture book . 
The trip was to a different part of our country. 
Ken told the story to hie mother. 
Ken could not go to school. 
Ken's great-grandfather and his friend were in the picture. 
_ The story was about a trip. 
~other had a story to tell Ken. 
He heard t he news on the radio. 
When t'Wo consonants come together in a word, the ord is 
usually divided between the t-wo consonants. Drs: a line betlieen 
the syllables in the .following orde. The .t'iret one is done for 
you. 
win/dow p1c/ture birth/day 
errand getting hammer 
number snipped sudden 
surprise terrible different 
Choo e four words that are written on this page and use 
them in a sentence. You may use other words too. 
Objectives : 
To give practice in arranging ideas in sequence. 
To develop the skill or syllabication. 
To gi ve opportunity f or free expression. 
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sooond srade words used 
ago hammer part talk 
always kept picture terrible 
cover kne ·; remanber to ~ether 
different last school took 
errand muoh snipped *Wagon 
evening near something ell 
everything news stand window 
floor nothing .sudden 
.friend number table 
~Arthur I. Gates, !. Jteading Vocabulary for the Prima:cy 
Gradee (Revised; llew York: Bureau of Publications, Tea chers 
College, ColUlllbia University, 1935). 
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THE BEAR FALL-TRAP 
Peter' s home was on a farm. Ro'bel't 1 his .friend .from the 
big city, came to aee him. Peter was to ahow Robert all the 
animals and country things. The first day Peter took Robert 
to see the cow. 
Robert said, 11Cows are not new to me. I read about 
Ferdinand the Bull a long time ago. n 
Peter asked him to go with him to look at their sreat bull 
called Samson. The two boys went to the .field behind the barn. 
On the way Peter told Robert how the bull had been put out there 
to eat gr ass. A long rope, one end around his neck and the 
other end around a tree, kept the bull from. running away. This 
was done because all bulls were strong and could kill people. (126) 
But when the boys came to the field there was no bull to be 
seen. He waa gone. Peter first thought he should run back and 
tell his father. But that would take too much time. The bull 
had to be found quickly. 
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"Let ua try the woods first. If Samson knowe what is 
good for him he will go an7 where but there.u 
Robert eaid, nWhy?" 
Peter said, "My brother had a 'bear-fall' i n the oode 
where he can catch. wild bears . If Samson ge t s caught in the 
trap he 111 have a broken leg. That would mean we would 
have to kill him• My father would be 'out' a. lot of money." 
The more Peter thought of the bull getting hurt, the 
faster he ran• In h1e mine ho could eee the bull going into 
the opening t hat w,ae the door way of the bear-fall.. Hiding 
1n the graee on the ground wae the bear trap. If Samson 
would alk on 1 t, 1 te mouth would close down on the bull' s 
leg • Peter kne · tha t was what 1t did to .a bear. (300) 
Suddenly both boys stopped . 
Robert said in a whisper, "Did you hear eometh1ng?n 
Peter did not have time to answer because already the 
noiaea were getting cloee--too close. 
Then the boys saw Samson coming at them. Bi e head was 
down and swayed from one aide to the other. He let out terrible 
roars. He was coming faster and f aster. 
The boya were afraid. Wh.a.t could they do? 
QUickly Peter took hold of Robert t s arm and aid. "'l'he 
bear-!'all! Run with me as fast e you can to the bea.~t'nll1 
It' e the only way to help ue. n 
They made a turn from the on coming bull, and never did 
they run so fast. The terrible roars were right behind them. 
The boye put everything they hac\ in the race. Would they 
make it? All at once Peter sa the open hole to go in. 
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(450) 
He said ta Robert, "Go off to one side! Don't go 1nt" 
.rust as Peter was within hand1 s reach or the hole,. he did 
eom quick side steps. The bull anted to turn also, but he 
wae going too fast. Into t he bear-fall he h Rd to go. After 
e. l ittl e while th6 noises ,·topped. 
Then £rom far off in the woods th boys heard another 
kind or noise. This t ime it a a man--Peter's .t"athe.r. 
Peter said, ttoh, t'athert Oh, fatherl *' 
His father said, " y boy, are you all right? '' 
Peter said, "Yea, oh, yes. But Samson--he is c ught 1n 
the bear trap." 
Father s 1d, tt I don't care a oou t th - animal. Are you sure 
you are 'both aJ.l right?"' 
Rober t a a i d , "Y s. But ho did you kno e ere here?" 
"I e n you r1.mning lnto the oods . I heard your erie 
and all the noise," s id the man. 
Peter kept saying, 'But !Jameon--, but Samson." · (t)OO) 
His fe.ther l aughed and ee.id, "I know. You ant me to a y 
that you were smart boys to think of getting the bull to run 
into the bear-fall." 
Peter said, "No, no. I mean, fat.her., the. t you .111 have 
to kill himt He is in the trap!u 
R1 s father stopped l aughing and es1d, "'hy, Peter, don't 
you remember? Laat week .Jour brother took the trap out of 
this bee.r-f'all and gave 1 t to our neighbor . " 
Peter e aid, "Then Samson is all right! t" 
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His .father said, rtYea, I woUld expect ao. . hy don't you 
look and see? " 
Peter said, ''Oh, myt I never thought ol: that! Are we 
smart, Robert? " 
"Not very, lt said Robert. (725) 
Read the story. Draw a line around the ord you are 
reading when your teacher e_aye "Stop." Then :tinish the story. 
List under the hea ·inga below the things that happened 
in the story i n the order of their happening. 
~at the boze did at t he bull did 
Objectives: 
To develop the ability to read f or details by skimming. 
To develop the ability to arrange story ideas in 8equence . 
Second grade words used: 
afraid farm mean aide 
ago 1'1eld mind sm rt 
lready first more a om thin 
a lao found mouth step a 
animal .friena much at ron 
answer gone neck suddenly 
arm hand never 8 a.y 
around head noise terrible 
barn hear off thing 
because heard only thought 
behind hiding people took 
hold quickly trap both 
care 
hole reach try 
it'e remember turn 
close 
kept right 1alk 
erie a 
kind roar eek done 
knew rope while 
end 
everything •leg aeen 
whisper 
expect lost should 
wild 
.u.tall lot a how 
*Arthur I. Ga t , a, ! Rea(ling Voonbula ey for ~ Primary 
Grades (Revised; New York: Bureau o.f Pu'blieatione, Teachers 
College, Columbia Unive r nity, 1935}. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. An experimental study with exercises using a l arge popu-
lation of children who are retarded in reading. 
2. An item ans.lysia of answers to each exercise. 
3-. The writing of other stories of this type because of the 
dearth of this material--high interest level with a low 
vocabulary level. 
4. 
I 5. 
An experiment with a larger population would ascertain 
where failure in specific skills occurs, and establish the 
correct placement of study to correct these failures. 
A comparative study with retarded fifth grade pupils 
u•ing a basic second grat uorkbook with one roup and 
this remedial workbook with the other group. 
I 
- 172 ... 
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APP1{lWI X 
GRADE 2 
Words from Durrell-Sullivan Primary List• 
6 above 
10 afraid 
against 
8 ago 
8 almost 
4< alone 
10 along 
3 already 
7 also 
15 always 
42 animal 
9 answer 
3 anything 
13 arm 
20 around 
17 ate 
8 babies 
4 bad 
15 bag 
1 balance 
10 bark 
13 barn 
11 bask t 
28 becauae 
10 begin 
6 behind 
13 being 
8 believe 
2 bell 
6 beside 
1 between 
3 bicycle 
3 bit 
2 blackboard 
5 board 
9 boat 
6 bOth 
10 bright 
5 bring 
5 bugs 
12 busy 
6 cap 
27 care 
12 carry 
10 cart 
6 change 
~ gl}rr~e 
1 clean 10 close 
5 clown 
9 coat 
3 company 
5 corner 
2 cost 
a course 
11 cover 
5 crack 
& cream 
5 cries 
7 crumbs 
6ory 
4 dance 
5 da:rk 
14 different 
3 dime 
5 disappoint 
6 done 
9 draw 
9 dress 
3 each 
5 ear 
11 early 
8 earn 
2 Easter 
8 easy · 
9 egg 
either 
12 end 
7 errand 
14 even 
8 evening · 
6 ever 
16 everybody 
11 everything 
8 expect 
8 face 
5 !'·air 
5 fall 
14 farm 
4 feathers 
15 feed 
6 !'eel 
7 tell 
6 few 
20 field 
5 fill 
15 .first 
9 fishing 
5 :five 
2 :float 
10 :f'l·oor 
3 flower 
13 forest 
5 forth 
12 .found 
17 friend 
5 .friendl7 
2 full 
27 game 
a goes 
7 gone 
21 ground 
3 grunt 
7 guess 
2 hal.f 
3 hemmer 
12 hand 
2 harder 
10 head 
12 hear 
18 heard 
5 held 
5 hide 
4 hiding 
16 hill 
8 hit 
21 hold 
32 hole 
6 hopped 
5 hundred 
12 ice 
2 I'll 
1 isn't 
190 
t .
1
.a.The fi brurea in .front o.f the words indica tea the number 
o t mea the worda were used in the exercises • . 
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4 it'll! 14 off 14 scrub 
1 I've 9 often 2 second 
3 joke 11 only 2 seem 
2 oven 2 seems 
10 kept 4 own 10 seen 
9 kind e sell 
7 kitchen 3 paper 2 a end 
16 knew 12 part 1 sends 
5 pass 5 aet 
16 land e path 7 several 
11 large 3 pay 3 shake 
9 last 2 pen 1 shall 
13 late :se poople 5 shoe 
3 lay 6 perbaps 8 shore 
23 learn 5 picture 2 aho:rt 
11 leave 13 piece 1 shorter 
11 le:t't 3 pine 1 shortest 
13 light 8 plent:y 4 ah.ould 
8 line 6 point 26 show 
1 longer 6 policeman 17 aide 
7 lost a pond 4 six 
14 lot 5 poor 4 skip 
15 love 17 pretty 7 slide 
12 proud 4 sliding 
6 magic 12 pull 1 a.ly 
7 maple 4 pumpl<in 10 an all 
11 matter 4 smart 
15 mean 1 queer 2 smile 
3 meet 4 quickly 2 smiling 
6 merry-go-round 9 quiet 4 snake 
7 might 2 sneeze 
17 mind e r abbit 17 snow 
6 minute 12 reach '1 soil 
7 miss 4 reason 33 something 
4 month 12 remember 12 sometim.e 
19 more 3 rest 4 song 
9 moat <. riding 3 apeak 
13 mouth 4 right 3 stairs 
20 move 1 ring 10 stand 
2 Mrs. a roar 12 start 
14 much 4 roll 2 steps 
5 roof 6 still 
16 near a room 7 atone 
4 neck 10 rope 8 stood 
17 never 2 round 11 strong 
, 2 news l rub a such 
3 nickel 4 sudden 
19 no1ae 7 a and 9 auddenly 
3 noon a eat 5 eummer 
2 nothing 46 aehool 5 sun 
8 number 6 sere run 2 auppose 
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11 sure 9 wind 
1 surely 9 window 
4 s ay 6 inge 
18 ~inter 
4 table 4 wiee 
.. 6 talk 4 without 
1 tall 19 wood 
5 a ate 18 word 
7 telephone 13 rite 
5 ten 
9 terrible 8 yard 
2 than 19 year 
6 the ee 3 yet 
1 5 thing 10 young 
1 third 
5 those 
19 t l .. ought 
3 till 
2 together 
1 tomorrow 
4 tonight 
10 took 
9 top 
22 train 
6 trap 
9 truck 
4 true 
13 try 
16 turn 
22 turtle 
7 umbrella 
3 upstairs 
4 village 
3 vinee 
3 wag 
7 agged 
17 walk 
12 warm 
4 wasn't 
2 a ate 
2 waetebaeket 
39 watch 
3 weeds 
"" 
10 week 
well 
3 what's 
13 while 
7 whisper 
3 hole 
5 ife 
15 wild 
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orde fro.m A Eead1n¥ Vocabularz for 
th Primary -amra . Ne . 'York: Bureau 
or-Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1935) • 
16 airplane l meat 
4 bat s nurse 
3 bucket 
3 radio 
2 candle 
2 seed 
24 donkey 13 sled 
l 5 sugar eyes 
3 tail 
5 .fat 5 trunk 
4 tub 1 grade 
3 wagon 
l hatch 
4 hollo: 
a honey 
2 leg 
3 luck 
Words from A Basic Voce.bula5; of 
Elementary School Children y -
Henry D. Rinsland, The Macmillan 
Company, 1945 
18 baseball 4 league 
8 basketball a pilot 
4 'battlefield 2 sap 
:5 beehive 6 team 
9 bul.l 4 television 
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